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CHAPTER 1. DARWIN'S SEMI-RELATIVISTIC LAGRANGIAN 
Introduction 
Tiie science of relativistic dynamics was born in 1905 with Albert Einstein's 
classic paper^ on "the electrodynamics of moving bodies". In 15J20 Charles Cal-
ton Darwin^ made the first attempt to wed the new relativistic dynamics to the 
Hamilton-Lagrange general system of mechanics for the many-l)ody proljlem. In 
particular, Darwin considered the case of the relativistic motion of any number of 
charged particles in an arbitrary electromagnetic field, and he worked out, in detail, 
the first order (in relativistic corrections of the hydrogen atom spectrum. Dar­
win's achievement was to obtain a genuinely two-body Lagrangian which contained 
all relativistic effects to order 
We first present several different derivations of Darwin's Lagrangian which have 
appeared in the literature. We will then examine his relativistic terms in detail to 
determine what physics tliey do and do not contain. Through this review we gain 
physical insight into the relativistic two-body problem. As will be seen in subse­
quent chapters, Darwin's work is the foundation from which evolved all furl her de­
velopments in relativistic two-body physics, in particular the relativistic bound state 
problem. Darwin's Lagrangian is thus the natural place to begin an extended study 
of relativistic two-body eciuations, and by understanding its origin one will i)ett.er 
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appreciate later developments and improvements in this field. 
Brief summaries of three derivations are given below, each arriving at Dai-
win's Lagrangian from a different direction: that of Darwin himself, L. D. Landau's 
sented to aid in the understanding of the physics contained in the Lagrangian by 
looking at it from several different angles, and to point out how historically such 
understanding was clouded by early methods of derivation. 
The well-known interaction Lagrangian for a point charge moving in an external 
field may perhaps most easily be obtained by first writing the Newtonian equation 
of motion. For a particle of charge q moving in an external electromagnetic field, 
the force acting on the particle is, of course, the Lorentz force, (/E -t- q\ x B/c. The 
definitions of E and B in terms of the scalar and vector potentials. 
derivation^, and the derivation of J. D. Jackson'^. This variety of derivations is pre-
B = V X  A, (1.1/;) 
lead to the Newtonian equation of mot ion 
=  gE -t- - V  X  B = —q{V(j) +  - ^ )  -f - v  x (V x A). 
at c c ot c 
(1.2) 
Using the identities 
dA _ dA 
dt (It (i.;3f/) 
V x ( V x A) = V(v • A) — (v • V)A (! .:}/>) 
Equation (1.2; uwy be written as 
—{mv "t" — A) — V(-^v • A — qo). 
dt c c (1.1) 
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This equation has the form of the Euler-Lagrange equation of motion, 
so that the interaction Lagrangian can be read off the right hand side of Equation 
(1.4) as the familiar 
- A - (1.6) 
That this Lagrangian is suitable for relativistic situations is seen from the follow­
ing considerations. The requirement that the action of a kinematic system be Lorentz 
invariant under a boost is equivalent to requiring that 7X be Lorentz invariant, where 
L is the Lagrangian and 7 = l/yl — (See Section 12.1 of Reference [3]. In 
this expression for 7, and for all the 7's that follow, v is the velocity of the particle 
and not the velocity defining the boost.) For example, the free particle relativistic 
Lagrangian is L = —7nc'^j~^. This Lagrangian obviously satisfies the reqnirement 
that jL be Lorentz invariant, and it produces the correct relativistic free particle 
liamiltonian, H = fmc^. That Equation (1.6) implies that jLjuf is invariant is 
seen by writing it in the form 4- §v - A = where ua is 
the four-velocity (7c, 7V) and = {4>,A). is then manifestly 
covariaut. 
The Ijasic idea in all the derivations to follow will be to discover expressions for 
<j> and A which contain some relativistic physics. These expressions may then be 
inserted into Eciuation (l.G) to obtain a semi-relativistic interaction Lagrangian. 
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Darwin's Derivation 
We start with the source dependent Maxwell equations, 
V • E = Airp (1.7o) 
VxB = —j + -^. (l.T/,) 
c c at 
Substituting Equations (1.1a) and (Lib) into (1.7a) and (1.7b) yields 
H——( V • A) = —47r/? (1.8c/) 
C C/C 
and 
= -T-i + ;w'-
We may now choose the Lorentz gauge, V • A + = 0, to rewrite Equations 
(1.8) as 
9 1 d"<j> 
V"(f> — —47r/7 (l.!.)a) 
c" at" 
and 
- "Tj-
The solutions to Equations (1.9) are 
^  —  j  ^ d y  ( 1 . 1 0 « )  
and 
1 f \ >  
A = -^dV. {l.Uih) 
c J r 
Here, the primes indicate that the quantities must be evaluated at the retarded time 
= t — T, i.e. the fields è and A experienced by a test charge at time / "eniaiialod" 
from the source charge at time t — r. 
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In the case of a point source of charge q moving with an arbitrary velocity v, 
Ecjuations (1.10) become the famous Lienarcl-Weichart potentials 
(t>= ^-j-T ( l . l l r t )  
' c 
and 
ov' 
A= [l.llb) 
where / is the vector from the source charge q to the field point at which the po­
tentials are to be determined. Again, the primes indicate that the quantities are to 
be evaluated at the retarded time. The retardation T can l)e expressed as a Taylor 
expansion of the quantity c^r^. If quantities associated with the moving point source 
are labeled with a subscript "2" and quantities associatied with a test charge at the 
field point are subscripted with a "1" we have, for an arbitrary origin, 
<?T^ = 7-'^ = = [r2(i) — 
=  [ r i ( / )  -  V 2 [ t )  + Tr2(0 -
= — 2rr2(0 • r + + rgff) • r] , (1.12) 
where r = r2(if) — r]^(i) and r = drfdt^ etc. 
We solve for cr to terms of order c~^ to get an expression for r', 
1-' = cT = r- ^ [r2 + r2 . r + . (l.i:3«) 
Similarly 
-2 = ^2 - (^ O.m 
All the quantities on the right hand side of Equations (1.13) are to be evaluated at 
time t. 
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Sulîstilutiug these expressions into the Lienard-Weichart potentials gives 
r 2c'^ r 7-J J 
and 
A = ^  = 22^. (1.11/,) 
cr cr 
Inserting Equations (1.14) for the potentials into the standard interaction La-
grangiaii for classical electrodynamics, Eciuatioii (1.6), yields 
^int = -919^ +yVI A 
91% 9l?2r^2 + ®2"^~2^1 "^2 (v2-r)^i /, ,r\ 
- r 2c2 ^ r ,-3 J" ^ 
where ag = r2 is the acceleration of the source charge. 
We may transform any Laugrangian as L' = Z + We choose 
f = . r. (LLC.) 
2C"7-
The transformed Langraugian is then 
+  +  , u 7 ,  
which is symmetric under label exchange. This is Darwin's interaction Lagrangian. 
Landau's Derivation 
The following derivation appears in § 65 of Reference [-3]. As in Darwin's dcri\a-
tion, applying the Lorentz gauge to Maxwell's ec|uations leads to the retarded poten­
tials 
^  —  j  ( i . i S f / )  
7 
and 
I r\' 
A = - / —fdV, (1.186) 
c J r 
where the primed quantities in the integrand are to be evalutated at the retarded 
time / = f and r = — r2, as in Equations (1.10). Hereafter tlie primes will 
be suppressed. 
If the velocities of the charges are small compared with c, their distribution 
doesn't change significantly during Therefore we can expand p(t — ^) and j(^ — ^) 
in a Taylor series of powers of To second order 
where p is evaluated at time t. 
Note that in the second term, f pdV is the constant total charge of the system, 
so ^ / pdV = 0 and we have 
.-,*2 
Proceeding similarly with A, but keeping only the first term, we have 
A  =  - f h v  =  - f ! ^ d V .  ( 1 . 2 1 )  
c J r c J r 
For the case of a point charge, the potentials become 
- î + â S  (1.22w) 
and 
A = ^ 2 Z 2  ( 1 . 2 2 / , )  
cr 
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Using the transformations 
(i> =<j)- A' = A + V/ ( 1.23) 
C C/T 
and using f = we get 
r 
and 
/ = — (1.24rt) 
Note that these potentials no longer satisfy the Lorentz condition, V • A + =0. 
To calculate A' note first of all that = ^Vr. The grad operator liere 
means differentiation with respect to the coordinates of the field point at which we 
seek the value of A'. Therefore V?' is the unit vector n, directed From the charge qo 
to the field point, so that 
where 
A'=^ + fû (1.25) 
cr Ic 
c) V r XV 
But the derivative —r for a given field point is the velocity vg of the charge, and 
the derivative r is determined by differentiating = r^, 
rr = r r = —r vg. (1.2T) 
Thus 
À = - " a  +  f t ( f t - V 2 ) .  
r 
Substituting this into Equations (1.24), we obtain for the potentials 
,/ <7'> (1.29») 
9 
and 
A'= (1.2WI 
2cr 
Substituting these potentials into the interaction Lagrangian, = —qi(t)'+ 
• a', yields 
^int - • V2 + (vj • n)(v2 • n)] (1.30) 
which is Darwin's Lagrangian. 
Jackson's Derivation 
The following derivation is an expansion of that appearing in Section 12.7 of Ref­
erence [4]. Starting with the source-dependent Maxwell equations and the definitions 
of the potentials, we arrive at the equations 
o Id 
^ iTT/? (1.31a) 
and 
V^A - j + V(V.A + 1^) (1.316) 
c c  a t  
as in Darwin's derivation above. Unlike Darwin, however, .Jackson chooses to work 
in the Coulomb gauge rather than the Lorentz gauge. The Coulomb gauge is defined 
V - A  =  0  ( 1 . 3 2 )  
J |r — r I 
The instantaneous scalar potential of the Coulomb gauge is correct to all orders of v/c. 
It is simply the potential due to the charge density p{r', t.)\ hcnce the name "C'oulomb" 
gauge. To arrive at expressions for potentials having rclativistic corrections included, 
one need examine only the vector potential. 
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Applying these relations to Equations (1.31) yields 
=-4;r/j (1..33rt) 
and 
= -T-i + I'-™'' 
Helmlioltz's Theorem states that any vector may be written as the sum of lon­
gitudinal and transverse parts. Applied to the vector current, Helmlioltz's Theorem 
would say j = j/ + where V x = 0 and V = 0. The longtitudinal part of the 
current may be written as 
1  / •  V ' - i  1  ,  
and the transverse part as 
j ,  =  ± V x V x / i ^ < ( V .  H M )  
We now express the appearing in Equation (1.33b) in terms of the longi­
tudinal vector current. 
(where we have used the continuity relation dp/dt -|- V • j = 0) 
= 47rj/. (1.3')) 
Using this result makes Equations (1.33) read 
= —iTT/J (1.30(0 
11 
and 
(1.366) 
The scalar iJotential "propagates" instantaneously; all relativistic e/Tects are in 
the equation for A, as mentioned above. The fact that the equation for A can he 
written in terms of just the transverse part of the current is the reason the C'oulonil) 
gauge is sometimes referred to as the "transverse" gauge. For the case of interest 
where the source is a point charge of charge Ç2 And velocity V2 we have 
j(r) = y{r)p(r) = g2V2^(r -  r2) (1.37) 
so that 
j^(r) = j - j/ = - rg) " (1..%) 
We now do the integral on the right hand side of Equation (1.38). 
V' • (i2^2^{r - r.2) ,3 / 
(using V • (ua) = (Vît) • a + uV • a) 
since V' • V2 = 0. But 
12 
Therefore, 
j((r) = ,2V2i(r - rj) - Sv[ïri£^]. ,i.,,o) 
As we want a Lagrangian correct to order v^/c^, and the term of the interaction 
Lagrangian proportional to A aheady has one factor of u/c, we need substitute 
Equation (1.40) into just the static form of the vector potential, 
1 /-j^ÇrW 
c J  | r i - r ' |  
Changing variables, y = r' — r2, and integrating by parts yields 
' A cr 4TTC J yj |y - r| 
= (V2 r)i 
c i c 2 r J 
= êh  + ^ l .  
For our case of point particles, the scalar potential given in Equation (1.32) is, 
of course, simply 
(^=^. (1.426) 
r 
Thus the interaction Lagrangian is 
=  +  ( l . m )  
which is again Darwin's Lagrangian. 
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Examination of Darwin's Lagrangian 
We now turn to an examination of the origin of the semi-relativistic Lagrangian 
introduced by Darwin in order to determine what physics is contained in his term. 
The first thing to notice is that the Darwin Lagrangian contains all relativistic 
effects through order In the derivations of Darwin and Landau, terms of this 
order originated in the Taylor expansion of the retardation. In the C!ouloml) gauge 
treatment as given by Jackson, however, the interaction Lagrangian term propor­
tional to arises solely from the vector potential with no retardation. As an 
introduction to this somewhat subtle but important difference, we discuss tiie reasons 
behind limiting the Lagrangian to order only 
Darwin's reason for cutting off his Taylor expansion at order c~^ is that "the 
9 f9 
radiation of a single electron gives a reactive force on it of amount Hence 
3c'^ at^ 
we must not expect to find a Lagrangian accurate beyond the terms in Lan­
dau agrees with this assessment, indicating that terms only through v^/c^ can be 
used because "the radiation of e/m [electromagnetic] waves by moving charges (and 
consequently, the appearance of a 'self-field) occurs only in the third approximation 
in 
Jackson demurs, however, pointing out that the ability to obtain a Lagrangian 
correct even to order V'[c should not be taken for granted, as he explains: 
"The Lagrangian is supposed to be a function of the instantaneous velocities and 
coordinates of all the particles. When the finite velocity of the propagation of the 
fields is taken into account, this is no longer possible, since the values of the potentials 
at one particle due to the other particles depend on their state of motion at 'retarded' 
14 
times. Only when retardation effects can be neglected is a Lagrangian description in 
terms of instantaneous positions and velocities possible. In view of this, one might 
think that a Lagrangian could be formulated only in the static limit, i.e., zeroth order 
in (i'/c)." 
At face value at least, this seems to be ciuite a different viewpoint from that 
of Darwin and Landau. As we've seen, Darwin and Landau arrive at their semi-
relativistic Lagrangian by explicitly expanding the retarded time, and truncate the 
expansion only at the order at which radiation effects enter the picture. They at­
tribute the relativistic correction to retardation. .Jackson, on the other hand, says 
that constructing a Lagrangian is possible only if retardation is neglected! Yet all 
parties arrive at the same expression. 
Li fact, the Darwin semi-relativistic Lagrangian is not due to retardation, as may 
be seen by taking a second look at Jackson's derivation. Recall that in tiie Coulomb 
gauge, unlike other gauges, the instantaneous scalar potential, ry/;-, is correct to all 
orders of v/c, and hence may simply be appropriated for use without modification 
in the semi-relativistic interaction Lagrangian. One must only find relativistic cor­
rections to the vector potential. However, the term in the interaction Lagrangian, 
Equation (1.6), proportional to the vector potential already has one power of 1/c in 
it. Additionally, the s/af?'c vector potential itself is of order 1/c, (see Equation (1.41)) 
so that when it is used in the interaction Lagrangian, a term of order c~'^ automat­
ically arises without ever liaving to use the concept of retarded time. Seen in this 
light, the form of the Darwin Lagrangian is due to fact that the current giving rise 
to the vector potential is a transverse current, and the relativistic correction afforded 
has nothing to do with retardation. 
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This point lias been especially emphasized by Breitenberger'^, who derives Dar­
win's Lagrangiau in the Coulomb guage in a manner similar to that of Jackson. He 
arrives at what are essentially Equations (1.42) above by a method that cxpUciiUj 
exploits the absence of retardation, and attributes the origin of Darwin's term to the 
transverse nature of the electric field. The derivations done in the Lorentz gauge, in­
cluding Darwin's original one, obscure the real physical origin of the term by making 
it appear that retardation is playing a role. 
In a certain sense, the Darwin Lagrangian is not a relativistic correction at all, 
but rather represents the lowest order at which it is possible to include effects arising 
from the vector potential in the two-body problem. It is the "correction" due to the 
vector potential; this correction happens to be proportional to jc^ and hence may 
be viewed as a relativistic effect, though there are no smaller orders in t'/c at which 
vector potential physics can be included. The effect is magnetic in nature, as stressed 
by Breitenberger, and magnetic fields require only that charges be moving, not that 
they be moving relativistically. 
Another way of seeing the magnetic origin of Darwin's term that also does not 
use the notion of retarded potentials is that provided by Itoh^ who derives the cor­
responding term for the classical electromagnetic Haniiltonian. The Biot-Savart law 
states that the magnetic field due to an electric current is given by 
When the point particle current as given in Equation (1.37) is used in this formula, 
the resulting magnetic field is 
(1.-15) 
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If we search for a vector potential that gives rise to tliis magnetic fieUl t h rougi i 
B = V X A which also satisfies the Coulomb gauge condition V • A = 0, we find, not 
surprisingly, that the vector potential as given in Equation (1.42a) fills the bill. Now, 
the Haniiltonian for a particle moving in an external vector potential must be written 
in terms of the momentum conjugate to the position coordinate in the Lagrangian 
(see discussion immediately following Equation (1.6)) 
2 77? C (1 
L  =  \ - - v - A  —  q ( p ,  (1 .46)  
7 c 
namely, 
P = p + ^A ( I .  IT) 
c 
where p = 777Î.V. (One can see here a classical manifestation of the "mininal substitu­
tion" familiar from quantum mechanics.) If one uses the vector potential of Equation 
(1.42a.) in Equation (1.47), taking v = p/m, and constructs the Ilamiltonian, the 
Darwin term automatically appears. This approach also demonstrates that the term 
has nothing to do with retarded potentials, but is rather a manifestation of magnetic 
effects due to the vector potential operating in the two-body system. 
Assuming that the ijoint charges are an electron and a positron, Itoli goes on to 
show that the Darwin Ilamiltonian term can be obtained from Quantum Electrody­
namics (QED), and he calls it a second order virtual photon effect. The Darwin term 
arises from that part of the QED Ilamiltonian governing the interaction between the 
electron-positron current and the radiation field, 
I I  = — ^  I j ( r )  •  A ( r ) d ' ^ 7 \  (1.18) 
Here, A is the radiation field defined in terms of photon creation and anniliilal ion 
17 
operators, 
A = — ^  /\/^[c(k,A) + c^(—k,A)]e(k,A)e'^ (1-49) 
2ir ^ J t k 
and j is the vector current in terms of the electron and positron creation and annihi­
lation operators, 
j(r) = - ^ e c ( l  -  C)V'*(r)aV'(r), (150) 
where «/> is a four-coinponeut field operator for the fermions in terms of electron and 
positron creation and annihilation operators and C indicates that the electron and 
positron operators to the right are to be interchanged. With these ex])ressions in 
Equation (1.48), the Darwin term, among several others, emerges naturally. 
We will see below that the v^/c^ order, transverse current physics, and no-
retardation features associated with the Darwin term will carry through to its quan­
tum mechanical manifestation, the Breit operator. 
It is natural to wonder whether a Lagrangian and Ilamiltonian can be obtained 
having relativistic elTects of higher order than the v^/c" terms of Darwin. In a 
series of papers', Martin and Sanz have shown that, in the general case. Lagrangiaiis 
which have the correct Newtonian limit and are relativistically invariant can only lie 
obtained through order At order and higher, all relativistically invariant 
Lagrangians have nonrelativistic limits containing only free particles. This strange 
"no interaction" phenomenon was first explored by Currie, Jordan, and Sudarshan®. 
Martin and Sanz derive the most general set of Lagrangians through order c ^ which 
give the correct nonrelativistic limit. Darwin's Lagrangian is a special case of their 
general Lagrangian. 
Landau, in Problem 2 of §75 of Reference [3], gives a derivation (which is at­
tributed to Ya. A. Smorodinskii and V. N. Golubenkov. iW56) of a Lagrangian for a 
18 
system of two charged particles correct to order c~'^. Recall that Landau deriv ed the 
Darwin Lagrangian by an expansion in the retarded time, truncating the expansion 
at the order at which radiation terms appear (order In the special case of a 
system that does not emit dipole radiation, for example two identical particles, the 
appearance of radiation terms is delayed until fifth order. This, in essence, allows 
the expansion in the retarded time to be carried to fourth order before it must be 
truncated. The fourth order term obtained in this way is^ 
( 1 . 5 1 )  
All Application of Darwin's Lagrangian 
To complete this discussion of Darwin's Lagrangian, we present his use of it 
in solving for corrections to the Bohr spectra of hydrogen-like systems as given in 
Reference [2]. 
To calculate the energy spectrum, Darwin used the Wilson-Sommerfeld quanti­
zation rules of the so-called old quantum theory (the only c(uantum theory available 
to Darwin). These quantization rules of the old theory state that the integral of each 
momentum in the Hamiltonian over a complete cycle of its canonical coordinate must 
be an integer multiple of Planck's constant, h. For the case at hand, 
y Prdî' = urh 
and 
= nffh 
where ?ir  and i iq  are integers. 
dL 
Pr = -
Or 
dL 
(l.52«) 
(1.52/») 
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Darwin's energy spectrum for the case of particles of charge aiul (/2 and mass 
777 2 and 777.2 
qlql 77, 1 7772 1 f ["6 , ^ "'l'"2 , ^11 .. r-n 
2ti^ 7771 + "'2 ("r + ng)^ ^  [nr + 77g''i?- 4 (777.1 + 777-2)^ 
The first term in this expression, inchiding the factor out front, was 
ol)tained by Sommerfeld using his quantization rules with a Lagrangian more prim­
itive than Darwin's". The term 1 represents a small shift in the whole 
^(777.1+7712)-' 
spectrum that is new with Darwin's Lagrangian. The fine structure of the spectral 
lines due to angular momentum is given by the ^ term. 
If we rewrite Equation (1.53) for the special case of hydrogen, using a for the 
fine structure constant and % % 13.6 eV for the R.ydberg energy, we get 
(i-w) 
where we have neglected the reduced mass correction to the Ryclberg energy and 
the term 4—I  " ' 2  for hydrogen. Here we see that the first term corresponds to 
(777]+7772 )'^ 
the Bohr energy if we interpret Ur as being Bohr's principle quantum number with 
hq — 0. 
For comparison with Equation (1.54), we show the energy through order 
predicted for hydrogen by the Dirac ecjuation^®, 
where n is the principal quantum number and j is the total angiil^^.r momentum of 
the electron (a half-integer quantity). 
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CHAPTER 2. THE BREIT EQUATION 
The extension of Darwin's work to the quantuni-inechaiiical domain came sliortly 
after the invention of quantum mechanics by Heisenberg and Schrodiiiger in the years 
1925 and 1926. In a series of pai)ers^ 1—13 Qiegoiy Breit developed a quantum-
mechanical tvi^o-body formalism which was the first to make explicit use of Darwin's 
Hamiltonian. In this chapter we will present several derivations of Breit's eqautioii, 
each of which emphasizes a different stage in the development of the interpretation 
of his formalism. We will use the discussion of Darwin's Lagrangian in the previous 
chapter as a basis for exploring the physics contained in the Breit equation, and we 
will also examine pitfalls in the formalism that hampered the earliest attempts of 
Breit to apply his method. 
Brief 's interest in relativistic two-fermion formalisms, and indeed all early ex­
aminations of the subject, was in the context of studying the spectrum of the helium 
atom. Breit used his equation to solve for the energies of the two-electron system of 
helium treating the luiclear charge as an external source, much as a short time earlier 
Dirac had used his single-electron equation to study the fine structure of hydrogen 
treating the proton as a fixed external source. Later, of course, the Breit equation 
was one of the first major tools used in studying positronium, discovered by Deutscli 
in 1951. In conformity to this historical use. for purposes of the following discussion 
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we will assume that the two fermions are identical particles of mass m. and charge e. 
For clarity we will assume that no external fields exist. 
Breit's starting point in developing his equation in his first paperwas the 
order c~^ Ilamiltonian developed nearly a decade earlier by Darwin", 
Here pj and P2 are the momenta of the two fermions, and r is the difference of their 
position vectors as in Chapter 1. 
Breit did not so much derive his equation as construct it. Ile noted that tlie 
Dirac matrices a are the relativistic quantum-mechanical operator representations of 
classical velocity, as can be seen from Ehrenfest's Theorem, 
(I i 
— r = - [ H , r ]  =  c a  =  v o i h  (2.2) 
where H = ca - p + /3inc^, the free-particle Dirac Ilamiltonian. Making the identifi­
cations/replacements 
2771 { c a  •  p - { •  l 3 m c " ) i  (2.3a) 
Pv Vo , , T 2 
2771 ( c a  •  p  +  j3mc")2 (2M) 
Breit obtained his proposal for a semi-relativistic two-fermion equation. 
dlj' f 9 9 
=|(ca • p + l3mc'')i -f (ca • p /i77?c")2-l-
+ (2.0 
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111 this equation, the wave function 0 describes the two-fermion state and has sixteen 
components (the direct product of two four-component Dirac spinors) and could be 
written as il'mn ("), n — 1,2,3,4) where the first index refers to the electron labeh.'d 
"1" and the second index to the electron labeled "2". The matrices a j  { j  = 1,2) 
operate on the jth index of V', and Eciuation (2.4) is equivalent to a system of sixteen 
equations in the wave function components 
Breit compared his proposed equation at some length with an earlier one used 
by Gaunt^"^. Gaunt obtained the interaction terms in his equation by noting that 
when one electron moves in the vector potential from a second electron, applying 
the minimal substitution to Dirac's equation leads to terms proportional to 0 | • A^. 
But, as Dirac had shown just a few months previously, the continuity equation of 
electric charge is satisfied if the electron scalar and vector currents are represented by 
terms proportional to and 000 respectively. From these expressions, and the fact 
that the scalar potential was known to be of the form e/r. Gaunt deduced that the 
vector potential due to a moving charge would be proportional to e a / r .  His complete 
interaction, including the electrostatic term, was thus 
2 6 6 6 
e[- — -a'2 • CYg] = —[1 — oj • 02]. (2.5) 
Gaunt noted that this term was of the same form as the classical electrostatic plus 
2 
magnetic energy, ^[1 — vj • vg), and concluded that his expression was the tmci 
interaction energy of two electrons. 
Breit, however, far from agreeing with Gaunt, showed that Gaunt's equation 
cannot possibly be completely correct. Breit argued that Gaunt's interact ion takes 
no account of retardation, which Breit believed his equation did since it has the 
same form as Darwin's classical expression. (As we might expect from the discussion 
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of retardation and Darwin's Lagrangian in Chaptei- I, Breit was in error in this 
interpretation, as we shall see below.) He emphasized this point by reminding his 
readers that Gaunt's interaction would not reduce to Darwin's classical expression 
when spin was neglected. Breit concluded that "it can be said with certainty that 
[Gaunt's] is not the correct equation", and that inclusion of the Darwin-inspired 
terms was  necessary  to  acheive  resul ts  accurate  to  order  vjc".  
In his second paper^'^, Breit pointed out some unsatisfactory characteristics of liis 
ecpiation that became apparent when its predictions were found to be in contradiction 
with experiment, and addressed theoretical criticisms raised against his work by 
Oppenheimer^'^. In his earlier paper, Breit had derived a four-component reckiced 
eciuation which retained information about the four largest components of his full 
16-component equation, Equation (2.4) above (See Equation (48) of Reference [11]). 
Breit reasoned tliat if the terms in this reduced equation which contain factors oF 
Planck's constant h were set equal to zero, the correct classical equation should be 
recovered. This does not happen, however, with Breit's reduced interaction expression 
since his reduced equation contains a term proportional to which contains no 
factors of A, yet does not belong in the classical equation. Breit concluded that his 
method of obtaining his two-body ecjuation using the correspondence principle as 
embodied in Equations (2.3) above cainiot be trusted to give the correct quantum-
mechanical theory. Though his ecjuation is correct in some sense to second order in 
lï/c, it is correct only to first order in e"^. 
Breit s ecptation did not predict the correct fine structure of He and the Li"^ ion 
unless the terra was drop{)ed. Both the Breit equation with the tonni omit­
ted and Gaunt's equation agree with the experimentally observed fine structure, so 
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there is little to distinguish them on this account. However, Breit pointed out that 
Gaunt's equation was still "very likely to be incorrect" (contrast this with the "cer­
tainty" of the above quote from the first paper) since it too contained an i\nphysical 
term proportional to e'^, though in Gaunt's equation this term does not effect the 
fine structure splitting. Additionally, Breit found it "hard to believe" that Gaiuit's 
interaction as given in Equation (2.5) above is more correct than that indicated in 
the Darwin-inspired replacement shown in (2.3c). 
In his third paperBreit first presented what has remained the modern in-
terjjretation of his cjuantum mechanical interaction term. Breit's Darwin-inspired 
expression in (2.3c), commonly referred to as the "Breit operator", should not be 
treated as an interaction to be used in a Schrodinger-like equation such as Eciuation 
(2.5), as Breit had tried to do originally. Rather, it should be viewed as an operator 
to be used to compute an energy correction to the eigenvalues of the equation 
2 
— (ca - p -{- /3mc^)i — (ccv • p -}- /hnc^)2 - —= 0 (2.6) 
in first order perturbation theory. Note that Eciuation (2.6) is Equation (2.5) without 
the Breit operator included as part of the interaction. Note also that among the 
solutions of Eciuation (2.6) are eigenstates having both fermions in negative energy 
states. 
To demonstrate that this is the proper way to use Breit's operator, we will 
show that it arises naturally from a standard quantum electrodynamics treatment, 
and that it appears in a way suggesting its appropriate use as a perturbative first 
order energy correction operator. We will then demonstrate that the breit op<n-ator 
yields an erroneous (too large) transition rate between the positive and negative 
energy eigenstates of Equation (2.6). This failure indicates that the reason the Breit 
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equation (Equation (2.4)) does not yield correct results directly is that it cannot 
properly handle negative energy eigenstates. 
First we demonstrate how the Breit operator may be obtained hoin quantum 
field theory by using second order perturbation theory. The perturbation Haniil-
tonian conies from the interaction of the fermion states with the electromagnetic 
field. This perturbative interaction is governed by the integral of the fermion current 
(proportional to the fermion momentum) dotted into the electromagentic field (see 
Equation (1.48)) where the electromagnetic field is given by Equation (1.49). The 
interaction Hamiltonian may be written 
/ 1 r fiic -ik-r , .. 
II — — \ —emca à c(k, A) + e\e à cT(k, A)](rÂr. (2.7) 
V fc ^ 
Using Equation (2.7) in the second order perturbative expression for the energy cor­
rection yields (switching now to natural units of A = c = 1 for notational economy) 
+ £„ - i'o + 
k  +  E n - E o  J" 
In this expression, = aj • The A summation is over the two orthogonal 
directions perpendicular to the vector k, and the n summation is over the eigenstates 
corresponding to all discrete and continuous eigenenergies (denoted by E n )  of the 
unperturbed Equation (2.6). The state represented by |0) is the tvvo-fennion state 
of energy E q.  The first term in Equation (2.8) corresponds to ferniion 1 emitting a 
photon which is aijsorbed by fermion 2, and visa versa for the second term. 
In order to facilitate evaluation of Equation (2.8). we assume that 
En — Eq k- (2.!)) 
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This step is equivalent to neglecting retardation. The sum over n is then perl'ornted 
by the completeness relation, giving 
AE = (0|B|0> (2.10») 
where 
B = 
The summation over the two transverse polarization directions is accomplished using 
A A A A A A 
> , ~ (<^i — k «1 • k) • (o'9 — k 09 • k) = k cvg k (2.11) 
A 
yielding 
2 /31 
B = j • «2 - "1 • k «2 • k). (2.12) 
The integrations can be performed by using a convergence factor taking // —> 0 
as the last step, yielding 
— (2.1:1.) J A;- r 
_ 27r^ 
k 
and 
J  ' ( " 1  •  k o 2  •  J  d ^ k e ^ ^ ' ^ ' a 2  •  
= 'K"{qy  •  Vr)(Y2 • r 
^2 
= —(«^ • Q'2 — • r «2 • r). (2.13/)) 
Eciuation (2.12) may now be written as 
2 
ïr 
B = —^(«1 • «2 + o| • r 02 • r). (2.14) 
which is the Breit operator. This operator may be used in Ecjuation (2.10a) lo obtain 
the first order perturbative energy correction. This is the modern understanding of 
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how Breit's interaction is to be used, that is, as a first order perturbative energy 
correction operator. Breit's interaction in the above form cannot, of course, be used 
to obtain reiativistic corrections to the eigenvectors. 
The reason that Equation (2.4) will not yield correct results directly has to do 
with the presence of negative energy eigenstates. This failure of the Breit equation 
is symptomatic of the phenomenon termed continuum dissolution wherein a Hamil-
tonian which involves only the sum of free Dirac Hamiltonians plus local interactions 
will not yield correct eigenenergies and eigenvectors because of the mixing of positive 
and negative energy eigenstates^^. The Breit operator's improper handling of posi­
tive and negative energy eigenstate mixing may be demonstrated by looking at the 
matrix elements for transition rates between positive and negative eigenstates. Using 
the Breit operator. Equation (2.14), in a matrix element such as (Oji?j/), where 0 is 
a positive energy eigenstate and I is a state in which both fermions have negative 
energy, will give an erroneously large result. The correct operator to use in such tran­
sition rate matrix elements is obtained in the same way that the Breit operator was 
obtained above, namely standard quantum electrodynamics. An expression similar 
to Equation (2.8) is obtained except that the matrix elements proportional to (7?|a |0) 
are replaced by matrix elements proportional to (77|a|/) where again / is a negative 
energy state. Because of the structure of the Dirac matrices, the largest contributions 
from the sum over the states n will l)e from those terms in which fermion 1 is in a 
negative energy state. In this case we would have 
En - £"0 « -2m » k (2.15) 
instead of Equation (2.9). Upon carrying out the summations over intermediate 
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states aud polarizations, we would obtain 
^ 4^m J ' • ^2 - ("1 • k)(o2 ' ^ )] 
which is smaller by a factor of than the Breit operator, Equation (2.12). One 
can see by comparing Equation (2.16) with Equation (2.12) that (0|B|Z) will yield 
a much larger transition rate than the correct matrix element (0|i?^|/) derived from 
standard quantum electrodynamics. 
The above discussion also suggests that using the Breit operator in second order 
perturbation theory will give misleading results, which is indeed the case. The largest 
(erroneously large, as we have seen) contribution to the second order energy correction 
would come from terms like 
" . • r a m .  
where the / stand for states in which both fermions have negative energy and D  is 
the Breit operator. This expression gives energy corrections which are too large by 
an order of magnitude. 
A form of the Breit equation that can be solved directly, without using pertur­
bation theory, is now discussed. In this formulation, the positive energy components 
of the fermion states are projected out so that the above mentioned pathologies due 
to negative energy fermion states are avoided. This form of the equation is written 
in momentum space which will allow for more meaningful comparisons with other 
relativistic two-body equations (such as the Bethe-Salpeter equation) to be discussed 
later. 
Using Hj as the free-particle Dirac Ilaniiltonian for fennion j. and i/' is the Ifi-
component momentum space spinor wave function (not, of course, tlie same function 
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as the V' of Equation (2.4)), Equation (2.4) may be tranformed to momentum space 
to give 
In order to avoid the pitfalls associated with negative energy states we now 
write Equation (2.18) in terms of positive and negative energy eigenstates of the free-
particle Dirac Hamiltonians for the two fermions involved. Since the Ilatniltonian for 
each feniiion can have both positive and negative eigenstates with energies 
we expect that we can resolve the two-fennion wavefunction V'(Pi,Pg) into four 
components, viz those having the simultaneous energy eigenvalues uj{p[) and 
w(p2 ) and —uj{p2), —uipi) and w(/)2), and — w(;;2 ) and —u){p2). Each of these two-
fermion parts can be described in terms of a four-component spinor analogous to 
the standard two-component Paiili spinors used for describing single fermions. It is 
conventional to write these four two-body spinous as 0-|-+, V'-j , '/' and </' 
Equation (2.18) can be written in the completely equivalent form of four coupled 
integral equations in these four two-body spinors. 
For situations in which the two fermions are weakly bound so that the total 
energy is do,se to 2m, it is not necessary to solve this simultaneous set of equations. 
In fact, the equation for with the three other it's set equal to zero, is athviiiate 
for studying the fine structure of such systems. Using aJ for Casimir proicrtion 
operators defined by 
f li* r { E  -  H [ -  H 2 ) i ' ( p i , p 2 )  =  J  -  « 1  •  < 1 2 +  
+ ^^2"^ ^^]V'(Pl - k,P2 +k). 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
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such that, A^A^i/'(p]^,P2) = 0±±(Pi,P2)i the equation in V'++ is (using wj lor 
g2 r , , , 
( E  - W I  - w2)V'++(PI,P2) = J "P"^l ^^2 r •'^2+ 
+^^^l--!|r^]î/'++(Pl-k,P2 + lt)- (2.21) 
Ecjuation (2.21) is an approximation to the Breit ecjuation in that all information 
about negative frecjueucy components has been neglected. However, precisely because 
of this, one can solve the equation as it stands, i.e. without having to use the 
Breit operator in first order perturbation theory. Additionally, again because of 
the presence of the positive energy projection operators, the interaction of Equation 
(2.21) may be used in higher order perturbation theory. Equation (2.21) is sometimes 
referred to as the "no-pair" form of the Breit equation. 
Brown and Raveuhall^^ were the first to particularly emphasize the role of the 
negative energy states in producing the anamolous results of Breit's original formula­
tion, and for this reason the problem of continuum dissolution is sometimes referred 
to as the Brown-Ravenhall disease. They showed that Breit's incorrect order en­
ergy term arose from negative energy components of the eigenvectors. To sidestep 
these difficulties, they treated the jsroblem in a way that used projection operators to 
prevent any mixing of positive and negative frequency components of the eigenstates. 
Their interaction terms are essentially those of Equation (2.21). anri they proved that 
all relativistic corrections of order a" are included in those terms. 
As discussed in Chapter 1, the Darwin Lagrangian can be obtained from QED 
From this we might suspect that the Breit operator could also be obtained from field 
theory, and indeed this can be done by several different paths. The above derivation 
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of the Breit operator through the use of the interaction Hamiltonian, Equation (2.7), 
is one example. We here present a summary of a clifFereiit derivation^^ of Breit's 
interaction from QED which will be useful in the coming discussion of the physics 
contained in the Breit operator. 
We start by considering the invariant Feynman amplitude for the one-photon 
exchange interaction. We will assume that the fermions have the same charge, e, 
but different masses, nii and mg. The external legs in the diagram represent four-
component free-particle Dirac spinors typically taken to be, for example, 
where w = or (Jj. To include first order relativistic effects, the free-particle 
Hamiltonian (c = 1) 
p2 p4 
must be used. This Hamiltonian dictates that the free-particle spinor of Equation 
(2.22) be modified to^" 
The amplitude, using an obvious notational scheme for the spinors, is 
M = (2.25) 
where <7 = — Pi = pg —Po- For convenience in subsequent manipulations, we work 
in the Coulomb gauge in which the photon propagator has the form 
^00 = % = 0, Dji. = [àij. - ^ ). (2.26) 
q q- - «/q q" 
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111 this gauge, Equation (2.26) becomes 
M = «2-^00 + "1')''"! "2'>'^'"2^7:Â;]- (2.27) 
Substituting spiuors of the form given in Equation (2.24) into this amplitude and 
keeping terms to order yields 
M = -477?.i77ï2[ît;2^i(;2^f/'(pi,p2,q)îyiit'2], (2.28) 
where 
mp.,p2.q) = 4.e2 [4 ' ' + 
••q" 8777|' 8777."5 777^ 777 29^ 
Pi • P2 I f'T'i • q X Pi i(Ti-qx P2 i<T2 q x P2 ^ 
77?.j777.2q'^ 4777. 2777 ^ 77729^ 4777."jq^ 
. /Tg q X Pi (cTj •q)(ff2- q )  _  
2777177%2q'' 477?l7772q-' 4??7| 7772^ 
Transforming the momentum q to coordinate space^' yields for the interaction 
operator (we explicitly write factors of ti and c) 
rn \ Tve^h^ / 1 1 \ . . 
t (pi.p2.r) + 
2mim'2C 
X P2 • .2 - (r X PI . .2 - r X P3 . .1 )+ e ^ h  e ^ h  3^ ^ 
+T^[^ 'T- • " - T'l • -2^ (r)]. 12:10) ini^rnoc^ 
This interaction operator is essentially Breit's operator (compare Ecpiation (2.30) 
with Breit's reduced interaction given in expressions (18) and (48') of Reference 
[1.3]). 
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Equation (2.30) was derived "from the top down" starting from QED, while 
Breit originally derived it going "from the bottom up" using Darwin's interaction as 
a starting point. The link to Darwin's work can still be seen in Equation (2.30); if 
all terms containing factors of k are set equal to zero, Darwin's classical terms are 
all that remain. 
This leads us finally to a discussion of the physics contained in the Breit equation. 
Because of the close relationship between Breit's quantum mechanical operator and 
Darwin's interaction we expect there to be some correspondences in the physics that 
each describes. Like the Darwin Lagrangian, the Breit operator does not include 
the effects of retardation. (Also as was the case with Darwin's Lagrangian, there is 
some confusion in the literature on this point.) The fact that the Breit operator is 
not due to retardation can be seen by recalling that Equation (2.9) used in one of 
the derivations of the Breit operator given above implies a neglect of retardation^''. 
Equation (2,9) may be interpreted as saying that the momenta of the fermions can 
be neglected compared to their masses, i.e. they are essentially nonrelativistic which, 
almost by definition, means that retardation plays no role. 
It is also obvious that, like the Darwin terms, the Breit equation is not Lorentz 
invariant. The Breit interaction explicitly involves the assumption that <C 1. 
Unlike the Dirac equation for single fermions, therefore, the Breit equation does 
not describe the two-fermion system to all orders in v/c. Additionally, the Breit 
equat ion can provide only a limited descrijjtion of the interaction. Speaking in terms 
of field theory, the Breit ecjuation does not describe the two particle interaction to all 
orders in the coupling. This is not a defect peculiar to the Breit equation, since as 
we shall see as we proceed through subsequent chapters, there exists no rclativistic 
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two-femiioii equation completley faithful to quantum electrodynamics which can be 
written in closed form. 
As we saw in Chapter 1, the Darwin terms arise from the classical transverse vec­
tor current. In correspondence to this, the Breit interaction ran he viewed as arising 
from two fermions exchanging a transverse virtual photon; as the above derivation 
of the amplitude the interaction arises from exchange of a single photon. This single 
photon exchange feature explains why Breit found his order term to be incorrect, 
as discussed above. 
That the first order electromagnetic interaction can be viewed as the sum of an 
instantaneous Coulomb interaction plus the exchange of a transverse virtual plioton 
is especially evident when the calculations are done in the Coulomb gauge, as above. 
Of course, calculations of observables should be independent of the choice of gauge. 
If a manifestly covariant photon propagator is used in place of the Coulonil) gauge 
propagator of Equation (2.26), the sum of the time-like and longitudinal degrees of 
polarization of the mediating photon will be equivalent to the instantaneous Coulomb 
interaction. 
Keeping these limitations of the Breit equation (lacks Lorentz covariance. re­
stricted to the single photon exchange interaction) in mind will enable greater ap­
preciation of the more powerful formalisms developed by Tamm and DancofF and by 
Bethe and Salpeter. 
We close this chapter with a breif discussion of a paper by Nambu"^ wliich, 
in a sense, can be seen as having served as a bridge between the earlier interac­
tion/potential methods of treating the two-body problem and the full field-theoretical 
method of Bethe and Salpeter. Nanibu reviewed the earlier attem|)ts a(. developing a 
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relativistic two-body interaction, including Yukawa's meson theory and Droit's cfiua-
tion. The problems with Breit's equation, as discussed above, were well known, and 
Nambu noted that Yukawa's meson theory was "far from satisfactory almost in every 
detail regarding its quantitative predictions". Part of the problem in improving these 
early methods was that there was no systematic way of including higher order terms 
in the coupling; there was no established formalism of the relativistic two-body prob­
lem. Indeed, Breit had previously acknowledged this fact and invoked it as a defense 
of his use of the correspondence principle in obtaining his equation (see Equations 
(2.3) above). After a detailed analysis of various methods then available, Nambu 
concluded that the concept of potential energy could not be used to improve l lie re­
sults then available, and that any further attempts at a relativistic formalism would 
have to deviate considerably from past methods. 
As an example of a radical new attempt, Nambu proposed the equation 
- '")l - "')2^' = -Y(7i/)l(7i/)2%(12)i/N (2.31) 
where Dp is the single-photon Feynman propagator. Nambu proposed this equation 
without derivation, saying only that it was a "reasoiial)le" equation that might be 
expected to determine the eigenstates of the two-fermion system. He acknowledged 
that his equation took account of only second order effects in the coupling. His 
conculsion, prophetic of the Bethe-Salpeter equation to be introduced the following 
year, was that "[i]nclusion of higher order effects ... can only be achieved by an 
integral equation." 
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CHAPTER 3. INTRODUCTION TO MODERN FORMALISMS 
This chapter consists of au overview of three modern formalisms for treating 
the relativistic two-body problem. They are the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE), the 
Tamm-DancofFequation (TDE), and the two-body Dirac formalism of Crater and Van 
Alstine. Later chapters will contain more detailed examinations of these methods. 
The Bethe-Salpeter equation^^ is an exact, fully Loreritz-covariant integral equa­
tion describing two interacting particles. Unhke the Breit equation, the eigen,states 
of the BSE contain a time variable for each particle, making it covariant. The exact 
form of the equation will depend on the Lorentz structure of the two particles, e.g. 
two spinors, two scalars, etc., and there are scattering and bound-state versions of 
the equation. It should be emphasized that all of these forms of the BSE are exact in 
that no approximations are involved; the BSE is exact to all orders of the coupling. 
The BSE is not as powerful a tool as might first appear, however, since the 
exact equation cannot be solved. Indeed, strictly speaking, the full Bethe-Salpeter 
cannot even be written down. The kernel of the integral appearing in the equation 
represents the infinite sum of all interactions of all orders that can occur between the 
two particles, and this infinite sum, of course, cannot be expressed in closed form 
and uuibt be represented symbolically. In practice one must make approximations to 
the full BSE in order to make it tractable. Various approximation schemes will be 
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discussed in detail in subsequent chapters. 
Betlie and Salpeter obtained their eciuation by extending the then newly devel­
oped Feynman propagator theory^^'^^ to the two-body bound state problem. Ap­
pendix A provides a derivation of the sj^inor-spinor Bethe-Salpeter equation from 
Feynman propagator theory based on the discussions in References [21-24]. 
Equations equivalent to the BSE were obtained independently by ol hers in the 
same year, 1951, that Bethe and Salpeter introduced their equation. Schwinger, for 
example, used his functional derivative formalism of quantum field t heory to develop 
a general set of two-particle Green's function equations in coordinate space whose 
solutions were wave functions describing various scattering or bound states^"''. 
Kita^® derived a coordinate space equation l)y an S-matrix method closer in 
spirit to the derivation of Bethe and Salpeter. He first obtained a two-body scatter­
ing equation by making the simple argument that tlie scattering amplitude should 
be equal to the sum of all Feynman graphs connected by two-body Feynman prop­
agators. As we will see later, this is essentially the same idea einployed by Bethe 
and Salpeter who implemented this argument with more mathematical rigor. Kita 
essentially merely stated the argument and immediatley wrote down what amounts 
to the inliomogenous (scattering) BSE as the fourth equation in a forty equation 
paper. 
The methods used by Kita and by Bethe and Salpeter to arrive at their equations 
were based on analogies with Feynman's propagator theoiy. An explicit derivation 
from quantum field theory had not been done, other than "from within the ral lier 
opaque formalism of Schwinger. G ell-Mann and Low^^ corrected this situation, also 
in 1951, by demonstrating how the BSE is formally connected to quantum field theory. 
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The BSE incorporates earlier attempts at relativistic wave equations such as the 
equations of Breit and Nambii discussed in the previous chapter. An approximation 
to the BSE known as Salpeter's ecjuation"^, to be discussed in detail in a subsequent 
chapter, uses as an interaction only the lowest order, single boson exchange Feynniaii 
graph and ignores retardation of the boson. The fermion-antifermion bound state 
Salpeter's equation looks like 
[E - / / i ( p )  - //2( p )]V' ( p )  = - A p A ^ }  jkG{p)(j)(p + k )  ( 3 . 1 )  
where G is the interaction kernel and the A's are projection operators defined in 
Equation (2.20). Salpeter's ecjuation is derived from the BSE in Appendix B. 
Salpeter notes that his ecfuation is similar in form to one developed earlier In-
Brown and Ravenhall^^. Furthermore, if the projection operators in the curly bi ack-
ets are replaced by unity, one obtains an equation reminiscent of the Breit equation. 
Equation (2.21). In fact, if one replaces the amplitudes in E(|nation (3.1) in the non-
relativistic limit with two-particle positive energy states, exactly Ecjuatioii (2.21 ) is 
obtained. We note in passing that an equation such as (3.1) in which the kernel G is 
the one boson exchange interaction is conmionly referred to as a "latlder" equation 
because the integral on the right hand side iterates the kernel producing a string of 
connected one boson exchange graphs which looks like a picture of a. ladder. 
Finally, Nambu's equation. Equation (2.31) above, may also be obtained as an 
approximation to the BSE, giving legitimacy to Nambu's educated guess in proposing 
it. Bethe and Salpeter derive Nambu's equation (though they do not call it by that 
name nor refer to Nambu's work) Lj Fourier transforming the nioineutum space 
ladder BSE to coordinate space (see Equation (19a) of Reference [21]). Cell-Manii 
and Low explicitly acknowledge that Nambu's proposed equation can be obtained 
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from the ladder BSE in this way (see Equation (39) of Reference [27]). 
We now turn to an introduction to the Tanini-DancofF (TD) formalism 
The initial development of this method took place in the years preceeding the advent 
of the BSE, and its approach to the two-body problem is entirely différent. Like 
the BSE, the Tamm-Dancoff approach is in principle an exact formalism completely 
describing the interaction between two particles. Also like the BSE, the full treatment 
cannot be solved, and some truncated, approximated form of the formalism must be 
used in practice. Whereas in the BSE formalism, the approximation usually involves 
a trunct.ion of the integration kernel at certain powers of the coupling constant (for 
example, the ladder BSE (3.1) above), the solubility of the Tamm-Dancoff formalism 
relies on limiting the complexity of the states of the system. 
Dancoff's original interest in developing the method was in the context of study­
ing the nucleon-nucleon interaction. He wanted to have a formalism which did not 
rely ou the concept of a potential and which did not neglect relativistic effects of the 
nucléon motion. (As we saw in the previous chapter, these were mote or less the 
same motivations that led Nambu to propose his equation.) 
As an introductory example of the TD approach, consider two fermions interact­
ing by exchanging bosons. The state of the system may be expressed as the sum of a 
part consisting of two fermions only (multiplied by an appropriate amplitude), a part 
consisting of two fermions and one boson ( multiplied by an appropriate amplitude), 
a part consising of two fermions and two bosons, etc. The sum of the squares of all 
the amplitudes will be unity. This is referred to as a Fock-space decomposition of the 
state. Typically, one would make the approximation that only the first two (cniis of 
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the sum play a role so that the wave function could be written as 
Here represents the state with one ferniion of momentum p in spin state i and 
one of momentum q in spin state j. Vpqk represents the state which has a boson of 
momentum k in addition to the two fermions. The a and b are jjrobability amplitudes 
that the system will be found in the respective states. In the present approximation, 
We may put the above wave function in an equation where II is the 
Hamiltonian, to get a pair of equations in the a's and 6's. The b's may be eliminated 
by back substitution to yield an integral equation resembling Saipeter's equation. A. 
Klein'^^ has shown in detail the relationship between the TD and BS formalisms. 
Before leaving the subject of the TD approach, we mention that Freeman Dyson 
has shown in a series of papers'^^ some shortcomings of the formalism when it is 
applied to the vacuum. When a state corresponding to the vacuum, containing no 
Ijarticles, is included as one of the states in the particle number expansion, the TDE 
generates an infinite vacuum self-energy. In the same series of papers, Dyson proposes 
a modification to the formalism, which he calls the "new" TD theory, which avoids 
the vacuum divergences. 
Another relativistic two-l)ody formalism that has been developed more recently 
than tliose previously discussed is the constraint dynamics method used most ex­
tensively by H. Crater and P. Van Alstine. Crater and Van Alstine were motivated 
to pioneer a différent approacli l)y their recognition of the siiortcomings of previous 
formalisms'^'^. They noted that Breit's approach was "a weak-coupling 0((r/c)~) ap­
proximation" to the exact theory. Though they admit the Bethe-Salpeter formalism 
is closer to an exact treatment of the relativistic two-body problem since it is derived 
from field theory, they claim its negative-norm "ghost" state solutions discovered 
by Nakanishi'^'^ have invalidated interpretations of the Bethe-Salpeter equation as a 
quantum-mechanical wave equation. Crater and Van A 1stine also see problems with 
the approach of the so-called quasipotential equations, to be discussed in detail in 
subsequent chapters. These equations may legitimately be interpreted as relativistic 
wave equations, but the interactions contained in their kernels must be trunctaled 
(in a manner similar to making the ladder approximalion mentioned above) to make 
them tractable. Moreover, they noted that some of the quasipotential equations do 
not reduce to the correct one-body equations (the Klein-Gordon equation for scalars 
or the Dirac equation for spinors) in the limit where one of the particle masses goes 
to infinity. 
Crater and Van Alstine suggested that these pitfalls could be avoided by devel­
oping a formalism from relativistic quantum mechanics instead of from relativistic 
quantum field theory. They pointed out that since a relativistic clnssicnl two-body 
formalism existed, the correspondence i^rinciple suggested that a relativistic quantum 
two-body formalism could be constructed, and they succeeded in developing a rela­
tivistic two-body formalism for scalar particles by quantizing the classical equations. 
In order to include quantum spin in their approach, they first mimicked quantum spin 
in a "pseudoclassicar mechanics using anticommuting Grassmann numbers. Upon 
canonical quantization, the Dirac equation with the correct (quantum spin information 
is obtained'^"^. 
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Perturbative treatment of the equations of Crater and Van Alstiue yields correct 
fine structure. They have made extensive applications of their formalism, including 
studies of meson'^'"^ and positronium'^^ spectra. The relation between the two-body 
constraint dynamics treatment and the Betlie-Salpeter equation approach has been 
addressed by Sazdjian . 
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CHAPTER 4. REDUCTIONS OF THE BETHE-SALPETER 
EQUATION 
The Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) is daiuitiugly complex, having an infinite 
series for an interaction kernel in a four dimensional momentum-space integral ecjua-
tion. See the spin 1/2 - spin 1/2 BSE, for example. Equation (A.53) of Appendix 
A. Even without the complexities of spin, the spin 0 - spin 0 BSE cannot be solved 
analytically except in very special circumstances. This situation has resulted in an 
extensive literature on various approximations, dimensional reductions, special cases, 
and numerical solution methods of the BSE. Indeed, the first approximations were 
made in the original BSE paper itself^^. In this chapter we will illustrate selected 
approximation schemes using as an example the spin 0 - spin 0 bound state BSE. 
Extensions of certain approximations to the spin 1/2 - sjjin 1/2 problem will appear 
in subsequent chapters or will be provided in an appendix. 
The bound state BSE equation for two ecjual mass scalars (mass = m) may be 
written 
[( + })f - 777.^][( - p)" - 77?.'] \ (p) = J (/V ^ '(/'• l ' - P ) \  ( / ) .  ( 4 . 1 )  
The center of momentum frame four-vecl j^ notation is the same as that used in Ap­
pendix A where the spinor - spinor BSE is derived. Equation (4.1) may be compared 
to its spinor counterpart. Equation (A..34) of Appendix A. 
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Most methods of solving the relativistic two-body BSE for the general bound 
state problem have involved two kinds of approximations. First, a truncation of the 
interaction kernel is made at some order of the coupling. For example, keeping only 
the lowest order single boson exchange diagram as the interaction results in what is 
known as the ladder approximation. 
The interaction V  for this diagram is proportional to the piopagator of the 
mediating boson and to the coupling strength A, 
V { p , p ' , P )  ~ ^. (-1.2) 
(P - P )" - /'•" + 
Here, /« is the mass of the mediating boson which may, of course, be zero. The BSÈ 
iterates the single boson exchange diagram to all orders in the coupling, but there is 
never more that one boson "in flight" at the same time. All higher order interactions 
are not accounted for. 
The second typical form of approximation is to reduce the four dimensional BSE 
to three dimensions. There are two common ways to accomplish such a reduction, 
both of which consist in specifying in some way the relative energy dependence in 
the equation. 
Salpeter's Equation 
One method, the first used historically, is to make the so-called "instantaneous 
approximation" which consists of setting /;Q = />Q in the interaction I '. In this case, 
the expression for the ladder interaction becomes 
l-'( p ,  //, P ) —^ V"( /7, ;7' ) ~ .)—- • ( 1 • 3 ) ( / ; - / / ) -  +  f i -  - l e  
Setting the relative energy to zero by hand in this manner has obviously spoiled the 
covariance of V and of the intergral equation that will result. If we define 
<i>(p) = J ( I P O X i p )  (4.4) 
we may obtain Salpeter's equation^® (more accurately, the spin 0 - spin 0 analog of 
the spin 1/2 - spin 1/2 equation used by Salpeter) as follows. Using the replacement 
of Equation (4.3) and the definition of Equation (4.4) in Equation (4.1) we may 
obtain 
m  = /rfVV i p M ) / , ,  1  ^  ^ _ , „ 2  _ , „ 2 +  
C^arrying out the /;Q integration in either half-plane, and using E for the total energy 
{P = (E,0) in the center-of-momentum frame), yields the spin 0 - spin 0 Salpeter's 
equation 
[ E ^  - i u j ' ^ i p m p )  =  ^ J  < ^ y n i i p ' m p ' h  (4.0) 
where oj{p) = yjp^ m^. 
A derivation of the spin 1/2 - spin 1/2 Salpeter's equation for the more gen­
eral case of unequal mass fermions based on References [21] and [28] is provided in 
Appendix B. 
The derivation of Salpeter's three dimensional equation depended on the a!)ility 
to integrate out the p'^ dependence. This in turn depended on the interaction V being 
independent of p'^ after setting = Pq" ' contained /)g in a way other tlian the 
différence /JQ — PQ, doing the integration would not necessarily be possible. This 
suggests that using the instantaneous approximation (setting = />g by hand in the 
interaction) may not be a viable method for reducing the BSE to three dimensions 
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if the interaction is anything more complicated than the ladder diagram. We also 
reiterate that setting pQ = by hand in the interaction spoils the covariance of the 
equation; .Salpeter's equation, for example, is not covariant. 
Quasipotential Equations 
The second and most widely used type of three dimensional reduction of the BSE 
are tlie so-called quasipotential equations (QPEs). These equations achieve reduction 
to three dimensions by replacing the four dimensional two-body propagator G of the 
BSE with a three dimensional propagator g which maintains the covariance and on-
shell elastic unitarity of the original propagator. For example, tlie four dimensional 
propagator for the spin 0 - spin 0 BSE for particles of equal mass that would be 
replaced is 
[ { ^ P  +  p ' [ ( 2 - P  -  p ' ) "  -  m ' - ]  
The replacement propagators contain a delta function specifying the relative energy 
dependence in a covariant way which achieves reduction to three dimensions while 
leaving the resulting QPE covariant. Partly because the QPEs are covariant, they 
have sometimes been regarded as dynamical equations in their own right, rather than 
being approximations to the BSE. 
The interaction in the QPEs, the "quasipotential", may be expanded (o any 
order in the coupling ijeyond the ladder in a manner which maintains the covariance 
of the QPE. For kernels of higher order than the ladder interaction, the quasipotential 
is not merely the amplitude of the corresponding Feynman diagram. Rather, the 
quasipotential YV must be determined from an auxiliary equation of the form 11' = 
V + l'(G' — g)W, where \' is the amplitude of the interaction to be included in 
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the kernel. Note that the auxiliary equation is a four dimensional equation. The 
quasipotential W then plays the role of the kernel in the QPE which takes the form 
\ The QPE together with its auxiliary equation are completely equivalent to 
the BSE. In general, this pair of ecjuatioiis cannot be solved so that the cjuasipotential 
is approximated by incorporating only the lowest order diagrams in the auxiliary 
equation. For example, in the ladder aiiproximation, ^'Vladder ~ ^'laddtr the 
QPE takes the form \ = Vladderd'^' this chapter, we will only look at spin 0 
- spin 0 ladder QPEs as illustrative examples. The covariance of the QPEs, the 
existence of a systematic method of incorporating higher order interactions, and the 
fact that many of them are no harder to solve than Salpeter's equation accounts for 
their popularity. 
The first QPE equation to be introduced was the Blankenbecler-Sugare(|uation'^^. 
Actually this same equation had been proposed earlier l)y others'^'\ but the equa­
tion has become known, at least in this country, by the names of Blankenbeoler 
and Sugar. Other QPEs were proposed at a steady rate in the succeeding years: 
t h e  K a d y s h e v s k y  e q u a t i o n " ^ ® ,  t h e  G r o s s  e q u a t i o n ' ^ t h e  T h o m p s o n  e c ( u a ( i o n s ' ^ " ,  t h e  
Todorov equation^'\ and the Erkelenz-Holiude equation'^We shall refer to these 
equations collectively as the "traditional" QPEs. 
The first use of the term "ciuasipotentiar' occurred in Kadyshevsky"s paper. 
Only after most of the above equations had been proposed was it shown that there 
are an infinite number of covariant QPEs"^'. The three dimensional propagators 
employed by the QPEs may be written in spectral form as 
/ / 
g = 2wi J /)<;(+)(,/I (4.8) 
where .s — P", .s' = and is an arbitrary function satisfying /(-s.-s) = 1. 
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This condition on / ensures that the new propagator g  maintains elastic luiitary and 
that the resulting QPE has the Lippmann-Schwinger equation as its non-relati\ istic 
l i m i t .  T h e  6 ^ ' ^ )  f u n c t i o n s  a r e  d e f i n e d  b y  6 { x ^  —  a ^ )  =  — +  —  
where = ^^(;r^a). The arguments u of these functions are cliosen to 
specify the relative energy dependence in the desired way. Typical choices are shown 
explicitly below in Eqautions (4.9) and (4.10). The new propagator as writ ten in 
Eciuation (4.8) is also manifestly covariant; replacing the covariant four dimensional 
Ijropagator of the BSE with the covariant three dimensional pro])agator g will result 
in a QPE that is also covariant. 
The reduction to three dimensions is performed by using the delta functions in 
Equation (4.8) to specify the relative energy dependence of the interaction. For some 
QPEs this is done by restricting one of the particles to its mass shell which leaves 
a non-zero relative energy dependence in the interaction. To accomplish this, the 
function and U2 chosen to be 
ui = {^P + y/)^ — 777" and vo = {P' — \P — p'(4.9) 
For other QPEs the two particles are specified to be equally off their mass shell 
leaving no relative energy dependence. For these QPEs, 
= {^ P '  4- ]/)2 - and 1/2 =  ( ^ P '  -  p ' ) "  -  m ^ .  ( i.lO) 
The integration of Equation (4.8) is carried out using one of the delt a functions. After 
substituting g into the BSE, the remaining delta function accomplishes reduction to 
three dimensions. 
There are an uncountable infinite number of functions / satisfying the condit ion 
f(s,s) = 1, and there are therefore an infinite number of resulting QPEs. The 
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Table 4.1: Functions /, delta function arguments (either Equation (4.9) or (1.10)), 
and propagator g corresponding to the traditional QPEs. 
QPE /(a, 5 ) Delta function arguments g 
Blankenbecler-Sugar 
Kadyshevsky 
Gross 
Thompson I 
Thompson II 
Todorov 
Erkelenz- Holinde 
functions / and propagators g  corresponding to each of the traditional QPEs are 
listed in Table 4.1. Some of the traditional QPEs were ]>roposed in the context of 
prolilems other than the spin 0 - spin 0 bound state considered in this chapter. For 
simplicity, we refer to the equations specified by a given and relative energy 
dependence by the name of the traditional QPEs of References [37-43] which arise 
from the same function fists') and relative energy dependence, regardless of the 
context in which the traditional QPE was originally proposed. 
One can also classify (and derive) the various QPEs by examining the analytic 
properties of their propagators. The full four dimensional projjagator as given in 
Equation (4.7) has four poles in the complex plane which may be more clearly 
(4.9) 
2\/y 4w^(w—/e) 
,4 9) 
2 u : P [ œ - \ p - k )  
(4.10) /'"i'o' 
(4.10) 
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seen by rewriting G as 
G' = 
4w\/â 
1 / 1 1 
• u j  - T i J s  M'n + Pn ~ 2S/5 <•'+ 
f  1  1  )  
\  ? f n  +  d —  P ( \  ~  f / —  /  ( 1 . 11 )  U! + ^\/s "t" PQ 
where s = P'^, uj = y/p^^ + = w — ^\A - *6, ami </_ = —w — 7\/s + /e. 
If we integrate G with respect to />g, closing the semicircle in the lower half-plane, 
and call the resulting exi^ression g, we obtain 
3  2a; yâ _ 1 ^  ^ 
The first term comes from the residue of the positive energy pole, and the second 
term comes from the residue of the negative energy pole. These terms may be put 
over a common denominator to obtain 
Comparison with Table 4.1 shows that this is just the propagator used by the 
Blankenbecler-Sugar and Erkelenz-Holinde equations. 
If only the contribution from the positive energy pole is kept (the first term in 
(4.12)) one has the propagator used by the Gross and Thompson II equations. 
The sum of the contribution from both poles, (4.13), may be rewritten as 
: \/s U? + 7 y/s 
The first term in this expression is larger than the second. If the second term is 
neglected, the propagator used in the Thompson I and Ivadyshevsky equations result.s. 
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(4.13) may also be rewritten as 
(4.15) 
Keeping only the larger first term in (4.15) gives the propagator used in Todorov's 
equation. 
Keeping the first term in (4.14) or (4.15) is not equivalent to keeping only the 
positive energy contribution since, unlike the first term of (4.12), the first terms 
of (4.14) and (4.15) arise partly from the positive energy pole and partly from the 
negative energy pole. There is therefore not as clear an apriori justification for 
these propagators from the standpoint of their analytic properties as for the case 
of the ])ropagators used in the Blankenbecler-Sugar, Erkelenz-IIolinde, Gross and 
Thompson II ecjuations. 
Before turning to an examination of methods of solution of the various three 
dimensional reductions of the BSE in the next chapter, we briefly survey a few other 
approximations to the BSE that have been used. Klein and Lee"'^ proposed a method 
of specifying the relative energy dependence other than in the ways of Eciuation 
(4.9) and (4.10). As the propagators g in Table 4.1 indicate, these specifications of 
the relative energy dependence result in delta functions with an argument of either 
PQ + IfP — uj or Pq which, when itegrated over Pq, reduces the dimensionality of the 
BSE. Klein and Lee proposed that instead of integrating over these delta functions, 
one could integrate instead the function 
around the infinite semicircle in the upper half-plane. They note that this expression. 
(I . IG) 
when integrated, reduces to 6 ( p q ) in the limit w = as do all the propagators </ 
of the traditional QPEs listed in Table 4.1. This limit ensures recovery of physical 
scattering results. Klein and Lee acknowledged that it is unclear which of the three 
methods of integrating out the relative energy dependence is to be preferred. 
Zmora and Gersten'^^ derived a set of two QPEs, one describing two positive 
energy particles and one describing two negative energy particles, each with an aux­
iliary equation. In their treatment, the four dimensional auxiliary equations may 
be solved (numerically) for the ladder quasii)otential. They compare their equations 
with other QPEs and conclude that "our opinion [is] that no s])ecific type of equation 
should be preferred from a theoretical point of view as long as exact potentials are 
used." 
As will be discussed at greater length in a subsequent chapter, the spin 0 - spin 
0 (spin 1/2 - spin 1/2) BSE will not reduce to the correct one-body limit, the Klein-
Gordan (Dirac) equation, when one of the particle masses tends to infinity unless 
contributions from fourth order crossed box diagrams are included in the equation. 
Including diagrams of fourth order in the interaction kernel of a QPE is a labori­
ous undertaking. The fourth order qnasipotential must first be obtained from the 
auxiliary equation and then the QPE itself solved with the fourth order kernel. Maii-
delzweig and Wallace"^® have devised a QPE that retains physics from the crossed l)ox 
diagrams in the two-body propagator g, as opposed to including crossed l)ox physics 
in the interaction. Though their expresson for g is correspondingly complex, it con­
tains enough information about the crossed box physics to yeild a QPE whicli lias 
the correct one-body limit in the ladder approximation. Their scattering ladder QPE 
also has the correct eikonal (high energy) limit, another feature usually associated 
with crossed box physics. 
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Blialerao did much work in the 1980s developing relativistic two-body formalisms. 
With Gurvitz^^, he derived an approximation to the Bethe-Salpeter equation that, 
while using a replacement propagator for G*, the approximate propagator is not three 
dimensional as in the quasi potential treatments. The propagator G of Equation (4.7) 
was approximated by 
G ~ n j -, (4.17) 
2a; P + Pg —* -f- — a; + /e] 
where w = + This approximation amounts to neglecting the contribution 
from the negative energy poles. The p'^ integration was done analytically yielding 
non-instantaneous approximation to the ladder BSE. Bhalerao has also shown liow 
the form of relativisitic two-body equations is greatly simplified when written in the 
infinite-momentum frame'^^. 
CHAPTER 5. METHODS OF SOLUTION 
la this chapter we discuss methods of sohition to the BSE and its three di­
mensional relatives. We will first examine the scalar-scalar BSE, and show in detail 
what approximations can be made and how they are implented. We will show how 
the three dimensional scalar eciuation is converted to a one dimensional equation by 
partial wave reduction, and will discuss the numerical methods by which the one 
dimensional equation is solved. At the beginning we will confine the discussion to 
approximations to the BSE that do not fall into the category of QPEs. At the onil 
of the chapter we will show how the numerical methods of solution can be readily 
applied to c[uasipotential three dimensional reductions of the BSE. 
We begin by considering the BSE for the case of two equal mass scalars of 
opposite electric charge (mass m and charge magnitude e) interacting ijy the exchange 
of a photon. We make the ladder approximation and take as our interaction kernel 
the amplitude of the single boson exchange diagram. 
The two "incoming" legs of the diagram are assigned momenta pj and py and 
the "outgoing" legs have momenta pg and The four-momentum of the photon is 
<i = Pi — — P4- We choose to work in .Jacobi variables P. />, and // which are 
related to the particle variables as follows: 
P = Pi + P2 = P-i + /'4 n.i") 
p = - P 2 )  p' = k ^ P ' i  ~ P A ) (•5-J'') 
pj[ = 2"^ + p /)3 = \P + p' (5.1r) 
P 2 - ^ ^ - P  P 4 :  =  ^ P  -  p ' •  ( G . i f / )  
The interaction corresponding to the ladder diagram is 
+Pm<P2 + Pi)] = 
_ Pq - P'^ - {pQ + Pq  +  ( p - h  p ' ) ^  .  
(27r)4 (pQ _pjj)2 _ (^7_^7/)2 
We choose to work in the center of momentum frame in which the four vector P  
has the form P = (PQJO). PQ is just the total energy of the two body system which 
we will sometimes refer to as E, where E < 2m for states bound solely by photon 
exchange. 
We will further approximate the interaction by taking {p q  + Pq )^ to be negligible 
compared to (p+p^)^ and Pg , and (pQ —PQ)^ to be negligible compared to (p — p' )'^. 
For practical purposes, this amounts to making the approximation pQ = pg = 0 
within the expression for V. Note that this is consistent with, though not equivalent 
to, the usual definition of the intantaneous approximation, pg = i'O" physical 
terms, the approximation made here is the assumption that neither particle is very 
far from being on shell. We will expect, therefore, that the equation resulting from 
this approximation will be most useful for systems in wiiich the binding energy is 
much less than 27ti; as an example, we will apply the equation to scalar "positroniiim" 
below. 
The ladder diagram interaction is now represented by the expression 
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To achieve partial wave reduction, we rewrite the momentum dependence of V' 
as 
= 1^ 0 + 2fA«=7)^  E I- (511 
V  )  / / / n; 
In this expression, and for the remainder of the following discussion, p  = (/7|, 
p' —\p'\,Z = {p^ )l2pp'^ P = P/Pi / = and C0S7 = fi-f/. We will also 
use w = \/p^ + and w' = )/;/ ^  + m^. The functions Qi{Z) are the Legend re 
functions of the second kind. 
Because the approximations made here are consistent with those made in the 
instantaneous approximation, we may use the expression of Equation (5.3), rewritten 
with the help of Equation (5.4), as the interaction kernel in the reduction of the 
BSE following from the instantaneous approximation, Equation (4.6) of the previous 
chapter. The following equation results. 
{ E ^  — — 
l',m' 
A partial wave amplitude (l>i[p) may be defined by the ansatz 
m = (5.6) 
With this definition, and using the notation c/'V = Equation (5.5) becomes 
[ E ^  - A u j ^ ) u j Y i „ ^ ( p ) ^ l { p )  = 
2 
^ E / V<ffl'(£^+p2+,/2+2w/cosi)(3,,(Z)v;,„,,(,;)v;^^_,(fî')Vi,„(;î')ffl,(/.'). 
y, 7?/ 
(5.7) 
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The angular integration of the term proportional to cos-y on the right hand side 
of Equation (5.7) may be done using the relation 
(/ — m + !)(/ + m + 1) 
(2( + l)(2( + 3) + 
+ 
( I  —  m ) ( l  + m) 
( 2 1 - l ) ( 2 l + l f i n ' , m  I ' j - V  
Choosing jJ along the z-axis so that 7 is the polar angle in the primed variables. 
Equation (5.7) becomes after the angular integration 
(E'^ -4u;^)u.'i'/,„(/))^/(/;) = 
l',w/ 
+2]^) [ \  
(/ - m -H 1)( / + m + 1) c 
(2/ + l)(2/ + .3) /',/+!+ \ 
h  —  n i  2 
•I fi — 1 
(5.0) 
Multiplying both sides of (5.9) by i"^,„(;5) and integrating over dQ. yields the 
equation for the partial wave amplitude 
(E2_4w2)w^XP) = -^ / ¥Qi(Z)(E'^+P'^ + J/'^)<I>I(I/). (5.10) 
where a = e^/47r. 
Eciuation (5.10) may be rewritten using new functions 
^ { { p )  =  (5.11) 
yielding 
(E'^ — 'iuj^)^[(p) = —— j di 
VU,'U! 
(5.12) 
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When the equation is written in this way, the factor multiplying in the inte­
grand is symmetric on interchange of p  and This feature is advantageous when 
using the numerical methods of solution to be described below. 
Interactions other than photon exchange may be incorporated in the scalar etjua-
tion, of course. For an example, the interaction may be mediated by a massive scalar 
boson of mass /t having mass dependent vertex factors. In tliis case the interaction 
kernel in the ladder approximation could be written 
V  = ^ 9 
^  ( P  —  P  ) "  —  
where A is some (dimensionless) coupling strength. The factors of TT are included 
to yield a final equation that may be conveniently compared with the scalar QBD 
equation derived above. 
In the instantaneous ajjproximation, = Pg, the interaction becomes 
This interaction may be expanded in terms of Legendre functions of the second kind 
as (5.3) was decomposed in (5.4). In the present case, however, the argument of the 
Legendre functions will be Z = -'r ->r ^i^)/2pp'. Using (5.14) as the interaction 
kernel in Equation (4.6), and making a partial wave reduction as described above 
results in the equation 
=  J d p ' Q i ( Z ) ô i ( p ' ) .  (5.15) 
Using the definition (5.11), Ecjuation (5.15) may be rewritten as 
{ E ^  -  i u j ^ ) ^ i { p )  =  - -  j d p  Q j i Z )  o j { p ' ) .  
T T  J  V W W  
(5.10) 
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For the case in which /i = 0 and A = a, this equation has the same non-relativistic 
limit as tiie scalar QED equation (5.12). 
For comparison with (5.10), representative examples of QPEs introduced in the 
previous chapter are shown here for the case of scalar QED in the ladder approxima­
tion. 
The Blankenbecler-Sugar equation takes the same form as Equation (5.10); 
= --  . 9, f  (5.iT) 
Xu;(j^-— 4u;-) •' 
The Thompson I equation: 
HV) = 9 J o ,  I  dpQt(Z)(E^+ p^+/^^i{ i / ) .  (5.18) 
The Thompson II equation: 
«ti(p) =  - ^ 2 U , E { E - 2 U,) I Ve;(Z)(£'- + p ' ^ - W P ' ) .  (5.191 
The Todorov equation: 
Hip) = / flpQl(Z){E^+p'^+/^)cl>i(p'). (5.20) 
The distinguishing propagators defining each of the QPEs as listed in Table 4.1 can 
be seen in the respective equations (5.17) through (5.20). 
By defining new amplitudes in a spirit similar to that of (5.11), these equations 
may be written in a form having integrands symmetric in p and p^ that are suit­
able for nimierical solution as generalized eigenvalue equations. They are presented 
here; because the relations defining the new amplitudes is different for each ecjna­
tion, ^ does not represent the same function in each of the following e(|uations. The 
Blankenbecler-Sugar equation: 
[ E "  -  a J ) ^ i { p )  =  - -  f  d i / ^ - ^ f = p ^ Q i ( Z ) ^ i { i / ) .  (5.21) 
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The Thompson I equation: 
r»9 9 /9 
( E  -  2 u j ) ^ i ( p )  =  - ^ J  d p ' — ^ ^ £ ^ ^ Q i { Z ) ^ i ( p ' ) .  (5.22) 
The Thompson II equation: 
2 9 /9 
( E  -  2 c o ^ i { p )  =  - - ( d p '  '  ( 5 . 2 3 )  
"• J zEvuju!' 
The Todorov equation: 
(E^ - 4w2)^XP) = (5.24) 
These equations may be represented generically as 
A ^ l i p )  = J d p '  F ( p , p ' , E ) Q i { Z ) ^ i ( p ' ) .  (5.25) 
Here, A stands for either E — 2ui or — 4w^, and F stands all the momentum and 
energy dependent factors multiplying Qi{Z)^i{p') in the integrand. A part of F is 
determined from whatever interaction the equation is purporting to describe. In the 
above scalar QED equations, this part of F is the common factor E^ + + p'^. The 
remaining factors in F are different for each QPE and arise from the various particle 
propagators and amplitude redefinitions employed in each equation. 
These equations may be solved by a Galerkin'^^ method which involves express­
ing the partial wave amplitudes as a sum of basis splines (B-splines) Bu{p), 
N  
^{p) ~ f'uB,/{p), (5.26) 
;/=i 
where tildes and / subscripts on the ^ have been suppressed. Each of the B-splines Is 
constructed from cubic polynomials in momentum space. Each cubic polynomial is 
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defined over an interval in momentum space bounded by points called knots. Each B-
spline is non-zero over four adjacent such intervals. Such a span in momentum space 
defined by four adjacent intervals involves five knots. The B-spIine is constructed by 
joining the foiu- cubic polynomials for these four intervals at the three middle knots 
in such a way that their first two derivatives are equal at the knots. At the first 
and last knots, the B-spline is constructed to have a value of zero with zero first and 
second derivatives. A B-spline is depicted in Figure 5.1. 
The finite span of the momentum space axis to be used in solving the equation 
is divided into a series of intervals defined by -f- 4 knots, and this span is covered 
by N distinct B-spliues. Four of the knots are chosen on the non-positive momentum 
axis to enable modeling of <j> at the origin via (5.2G). A second ingredient in the 
solution method is to approximate the function F(p,;/, E) by a cubic polynomial on 
each B-spline knot interval. That is 
.3 
P ^n(p)p"- (5.27) 
71=0 
Rewriting Equation (5.25), with A = E — 2w as an example, using (5.20) to approx­
imate the amplitude and (5.27) to apjjroximate F, and then operating from the left 
by j dpB^ip) yields 
d p B ^ i { p } B u ( p ) a u  =  Y l J  d p B p { p ) 2 u j B u ( p ) a v +  
+  X ] /  < ^ p B i / [ p )  J  d p ' l ( p .  p ' ) B i / ( p ' ) a , / .  (5.28) 
Here, /(/;,;/) "s the polynomial representation of F  from (5.27) multiplied by Q / i Z ) .  
Since QjiZ) consists of only polynomials and logarithms, the // integral in (5.28) may 
be done analytically. It is important that such an integral over the logarithms in the 
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Momentum (Arbitrary Units) 
Figure 5.1: A cubic basis-spline 
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Legenclre functions be done analytically, since numerical integration over the loga­
rithmic singularities in Qi{Z) would be very unstable. The remaining p integration 
in (5.28) is clone numerically. 
Equation (5.28) may be expressed as a matrix equation, 
EBjiyay — (7)(f/ 4- )«;/. (5.29) 
This equation is a generalized eigenvalue equation that may be solved by standard 
library routines. 
Solving Equation (5.12) by this method in the .7 = 0 channel using for m the 
electron mass yields binding energies for the first three states of "scalar posil ioiiium" 
(in electron volts) of 6.80, 1.70, and 0.756. Solving the same problem, but giving the 
"photon" a small mass of 1 electron volt results, as expected, in slightly less binding 
energies of 6.78, 1.69, and 0.750. 
A spin 1/2 - spin 1/2 equation, for example (B.18), may be also be solved 
by Galerkin methods, though the technique is complicated by the presence of s])in. 
Details of partial wave reduction and solution of the spin 1/2 - s])iu 1/2 Sal peter 
equation and a version of the Blankenbecler- Sugar equation, including the inclusion 
of phenomenological QCD linear confinement potententials as part of the interaction, 
may be found in References [52-57]. As was the case with the scalar equations above, 
the methods described in these references may be adapted to the solution of any of 
the traditional QPEs. 
Reference [55] lists partial wave decompositions of various bosonic ladder inter­
action kernels for the case of equal mass fermions. In Appendix we calculate the 
partial wave decomposition of the ladder interaction for the more gejieral case of un­
equal mass fermions. These expressions are needed for the solution of systems such 
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as hydrogen, open flavor mesons, etc. 
For those equations which have F  independent of E  when exijressed in (lie 
form of Ecjuation (5.25), the Galerkin method of solution descriljed aljove is related 
to variational solution methods in ordinary quantum mechanics. The variational 
technique for a given Hamilton!an H is to choose trial wave functions i/'j- such that 
the energy Ej' is minimized in the expression Ej< = 
notation of (5.29) we may let represent (V'T'lV'j') and T + V represent 11. 
The the choice of the number of B-splines N  in (5.26), as well as the choice of the 
location of the 7V + 4 knots along the momentum axis, amounts to choosing different 
trial wavefunctions. For a given number of B-splines the optimum knot spacing will 
result in the lowest eigenvalue E in (5.29). 
This is illustrated by plots of eigenenergy versus a parameter describing tlie 
spread of the knots and B-splines along the momentum axis. This parameter p is 
equal to the location on the momentum axis, in KeV, of the median knot. The 
knots are not spaced evenly along the axis, however, so the meilian kjiot. does not 
indicate where the center of the spread of B-splines. Figure 5.2 shows sucli a plot 
when 31 B-splines were used to solve the positronium problem. When p is too small, 
the expansion (5.26) doesn't do well at modeling the high momentum tail of the 
amplitude, and (5.29) yields a higher energy (less binding energy). When p is too 
large, the B-splines are too spread out to adequately model the small momentum 
behaviour of the amplitude, and the binding energy again decreases. 
Figure 5.3 illustrates the same phenomenon, this time using 45 basis splines. 
Note the difference in the scale of the vertical axes of the two figures. More B-splines 
means better stability of the solution with respect to knot spacing. 
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Figure 5.2: Positronium binding energy vs. median knot location for a solution 
using 31 cubic basis splines to model the amplitude 
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Figure 5.3: Posit.ronium binding energy vs. median knot location for a solution 
using 45 cubic basis splines to model the amplitude 
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CHAPTER 6. CONTRASTING AND COMPARING THE LADDER 
QPES 
We have seen that, in addition to the BSE itself, many different relativist ir 
three dimensional two-body wave equations have been proposed, and there lias been 
no little concern in deciding which eciuation is the best to use. Most often these 
three dimensional equations have been thought of as approximations to the full BSE. 
We shall see that in the paat, the worth of a particular three dimensional ladder 
reduction was determined by how closely it reproduced the predictions of the four 
dimensional ladder BSE. More recently, the worth of the ladder BSE itself has been 
called into question, and the idea has arisen that, in the framework of the ladder 
approximation, the three-dimensional equations may actually be preferrable. This 
idea itself did not do much to clear up the situation, since, as we have seen^'^, there 
are a non-denumerable infinite number of three dimensional QPEs. 
This chapter consists of a review of several comparisons of three dimensional 
equations which have appeared in the literature. In the next chapter, we will intro­
duce a new method of comparing and contrasting the various erpiations. 
The first attempt at evaluating the relative merits of the various equations that 
we will consider is that of Woloshyn and .Jackson'^^. They compared six different 
scattering QPEs (the Gross, Erkelenz-Holinde, Kadyshevsk.y. Thornpsou I and II. 
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and the Blankeiibecler-Sugar equations) for spin 0 particles in the ladder approxima­
tion. They also considered the Cohen equation, which is an equation derived from 
the ladder BSE by assuming that the zeroth component of the relative momentum 
(the relative energy) is zero in the amplitude and propagator, but not in the inter­
action kernel. The amplitude and propagator are taken outside the relative energy 
integration, which is then performed over the kernel by contour integration. Tlie 
Cohen equation is not a QPE; it is more closely related to Salpeter's equat ion. 
Woloshyn and .Jackson were studying the equations in the context of the nucleon-
nucleon interaction, and the exchanged boson in their equations has a non-zero mass. 
They evaluated the various ladder equations by looking at the threshold value of 
the second order perturbative term (the "two rung" ladder diagram) produced by 
each equation. Each equation, of course, generates a different expression foi- this 
quantity. They expanded the expressions generated by the different equations in 
jjowers of /(/???, where fi is mass of the exchanged Ijoson, and m is the mass of the 
scalar "nucléons". They then compared the expansion cofficients of Uie various three 
dimensional equations with the coefEcients generated by the ladder and ladder plus 
crossed box four dimensional BSEs. 
We will demonstrate the procedure for the case of the Blankenbecler-Sugar eciua-
tion. The perturbative quantity of interest is where is the instanta­
neous ladder amplitude 
Here, k  is the magnitude of the relative three momentum and A is t!io coupling 
strength, g. in our example, is the Blankenbecler-Sugar propagator. Woloshyn and 
. J a c k s o n  e v a l u a t e d  t h i s  q u a n t i t y  a t  t h r e s h o l d ,  t h a t  i s .  a t  E  =  ' I m .  
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We have now the expression 
d^k TT 
=  - / -
J {2t ( ;r)'^ + i_fi) 2uj{IJ^ — E^/4) [k"^ + /<-) 
-A^ [OO dk f°° ««•
Stt^ Jo u:{k^ + fi")^ 
where uj = \Jk^ + 7n^. Carrying out the k integration yields 
(0.3) 
Here, ^ = /(/??%. Expanding (6.3) in ^ yields 
Woloshyn and Jackson erroneously obtain ^ as the coefficient of the term. This 
error is carried over into Reference [59] where their results are reported. 
This same procedure was applied by Woloshyn and .Jackson to each of the three 
dimensional reductions in their study and to the four dimensional ladder and lackler 
plus crossed l)ox BSEs. All the second order perturbative expressions were expanded 
in the form 
^  2  2 — 2 4 / ^ 4 - 1 ' ^  +  6 ^ "  - I  ) .  ( 6 . 5 )  —A^ 1 o Ô ô(«T+1^+1^  
The results of this analysis are presented in Table 6.1. Though the Todorov equa­
tion was not considered by Woloshyn and .Jackson, for completeness, its expansion 
coefficients are included in the table. 
All the different equations give the same leading term. All tlie QPEs give T and 
0 for the first two coefficients; this is guaranteed by the condition /(.s, .s) = 1 ou the 
function / used in quasipotential propagator Equation (4.8). Woloshyn and .Jackson 
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Table 6.1: Coefficients in the expansion of the threshold values of the fourth order 
amplitudes in powers of /(/??%. See Equation (6.5) 
Equation or 7 s 
Ladder BSE TT -1 
V 
1 
"TZ 
Ladder4-crossed box BSE TT 0 1 
— 
5 
T2 
Cohen TT 2 
-y 
Thompson I tt  0 
-f 1 + 7r 
B lanken becler-S ugar TT 0 S 
. 3 . 
Kadyshevsky TT 0 :: Tî + i?'' I'liompson II TT 0 il 
Erkelenz-Ilolinde TT 0 
-JTT n 
Todorov TT 0 0 0 
Cross TT 0 .3 17. 
noted that if the standard of comparison for the three dimensional ladder equations 
was the ladder BSE, then the Cohen equation was the best equation as judged l)y 
their threshold analysis. However, if the box + crossed box BSE is taken to be the 
standard of comparison, then any of the QPEs is better than the Cohen equation. 
Among the QPEs, Table 6.1 shows that the Erkelenz-Ilolinde equation is best as 
judged by fourth-order threshold analysis. Woloshyn and .Jackson emphasized that 
the expansion coefficients could be expected to be different from those listed in Table 
6.1 if "realistic" spinor-spinor equations were examined instead of the spin 0-spin 
0 equations they considered. Their results cannot be used to differentiate between 
"reahstic" spinor-spinor equations, though, of course, their threshold analysis could 
in principle be used to examine such ecpiations. 
We conclude this review of Woloshyn and .Jackson's work by noting that their 
results indicate that the ladder BSE is not necessarily the best standard for testing 
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three dimensional equations. In fact, all the ladder QPEs are closer to the ladder 
plus crossed box BSE at threshold than is the four dinlensional ladder BSE. Since 
the ladder plus crossed box BSE presumably provides a better physical description 
than the ladder BSE, the threshold analysis hints that the three dimensional ladder 
QPEs might be better to use than the four dimensional ladder BSE which they are 
supposed to be approximating! 
We note that a negative value for the coefficient 7 of the third term in the 
expansion will cancel part of the leading term in the expansion. The more negative 7 
is, the more the fourth-order contribution to the interaction is attenuated (at least, at 
threshold). Also since, unlike all the three dimensional equations, the value of /H for 
the ladder BSE is negative, we would expect thai it would have a weaker intei'art ion 
than the three dimensional equations. It might be reasonable to expect that for a 
bound state, those QPEs with the most (least) negative value for the coefficient -) 
would predict the (least) most binding energy. We shall see later, when we compare 
and contrast spinor-spinor QPEs, that this is exactly the case. 
The next comparison of relativistic equations that we shall review is that of 
Gross®'^. Gross began by stating that a relativistic two-body equation (he considered 
primarily scattering equations) should be expected to give the correct answer. (!) 
What is the correct answer is not generally known, of course, except for a specific 
problem. When one of the particles is very much more massive than the other, 
one would expect that the system could be very accurately described by a one-body 
ecfuation. For example, relativitic corrections to the hydrogen atom spectrum may be 
obtained with the Dirac equation. Gross maintained that a reasonable criterion for 
evaluating a relativistic two-body equation was that it should reduce to the correct 
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one-body limit. Gross noted that the four dimensional ladder BSE does not reduce 
to the correct limit when a large disparity exists in the masses "of the two particles. 
In fact, Gross argued that the crossed ladder diagrams must be included in the 
interaction if the correct one-body limit is to be obtained with the four dimensional 
equation. The legitimacy of Gross's argument has been disputed, bowever'^^. 
Gross suggested other criteria as well. A sum of interaction kern<?ls may be 
defined by 
V { N )  =  Y ,  •  ( G . C )  
71=2 
Here, n counts the number of vertices in the Feynman diagram corresponding to a 
term in the sum. For the case of massive boson exchange, for example, could 
be given by Equation (6.1). Gross proposed as criteria that the series V(N) should 
converge rapidly as iV —> oo, that V(N) should be independent of energy, and that 
V(N) should contain no spurious singularities. 
Gross defined a generalized propagator written in terms of a parameter This 
propagator is, in the center of momentum frame, 
Git,) = 27r^6(to-to(„)) 
2kQ(u)E(E^{l -  Î/2) + 4//2U,'2)1/2 
where —1 < (/ < 1 and, in conformity with our previous notation, E is the energy of 
the state and -t- The function A'QIZ/) is defined by 
A:o('/) = + \/e^ + ï/2(4a;2 - E^)j. (6.8) 
Gross asserted that since A'o(f ) tended toward zero as iv —> oo for any u. tlio prop­
agator of (6.7) would always lead t: ecjuation having the correct one body limit. 
Gross had thus constructed an infinite class of propagators leading to equations which 
met his primary criterion of the correct one-body limit. 
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For the case y = 0, (6.7) is the Toclorov propagator. For the case // = ±1, (6.7) 
is the Gross propagator. For all other values of u, (6.7) generates equations that 
are too cumbersome to be of practical use. The f = ±1 propagator has spurious 
singularities in its fourth-order crossed box, which would make using a fourth order 
kernel difficult with this equation. Thus, even the Gross equation itself does not meet 
all of Gross's standards. However, there is an even greater problem with the ;/ = 0 
l)ropagator, according to Gross; it produces energy dependent kernels wliicli violates 
another of his secondary criteria. Gross maintained that energy dependence in the 
kernel introduces many "technical complications" and therefore the // = ±1 equation 
was more attractive. In referring to the threshold analysis of Woloshyn and .Jackson 
described above, Gross acknowledged that the ladder Toclorov equation would gen­
erate fourth order contributions at threshold closer to the ladder + crossed box BSE 
than the ladder gross equation would. Nevertheless he concluded that an energy in­
dependent propagator was a better indicator of the "efficiency" of an equation. (The 
energy independent propagators of the Woloshyn-.Jackson study which did best by 
the threshold analysis, for example the Erklenz-Holinde equation (see Table 6.1), did 
not meet Gross's primary criterion of having the correct one-body limit). 
Gross and Woloshyn-.Jackson seem to agree only at one point: that the four 
dimensional ladder BSE is not the best standard by which to judge three dimensional 
equations. 
The next comparison we shall review was the first done for relativistic bound .ifale 
equations, though still only for spinless particles. This was the work of Silvestre-Brac. 
Bilial, Gignoux. and Schuck^^ (hereafter SBGS). They considered an instantaneous 
approximated equation similiar to (5.1-5) of the previous chapter, the Todorov eqiia-
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tion, and the four dimensional BSE, all in the ladder approxijnation. They comi>arpfl 
solutions of these equations with each other and with the noii-relativistic Schrodiiiger 
equation for three coupling strengths: 1/137.036, 0.1, and 1.0. In addition to being 
the first major comparison of equations for bound states, SBGS was also the first 
attempt to look at the behaviour of several equations at different coupling strengths. 
They found that the four dimensional ladder BSE solution differed by G% from 
the Schrodinger equation solution for the 1/137.036 electromagnetic coujjling strength. 
Since for non-relativistic systems the Schrodinger equation gives a fair prediction of 
the energy spectrum, this result meant that the four dimensional ladder BSE could 
not predict binding energies even for non-relativistic systems to better than a few 
percent. They noted that all of the three dimensional equations considered i)redicte<l 
more binding energy than the four-dimensional BSE. This result might have been 
expected from Wolosliyn and .Jackson's work, as was discussed above. 
The main conclusion from this study was that the three dimensional reductions 
used in the ec|uations they considered seemed "to compensate to a great, extent the 
effect of higher-order diagrams neglected in the [four-dimensional] ladder approxima­
tion." Again, this might have been expected from Woloshyn and .Jackson's threshold 
analysis. The recurring theme in all these studies is that the ladder BSE equation 
is not a good standard of comparison, and in fact, cannot do even as well as the 
non-relativistic Schrodinger equation. 
The final comparisons of relativistic equations that we shall review are from 
the work of Cooper and .Jennings^"'^'^. Their study was done in the context of the 
nucleon-nudeon interaction, and they thus considered two fermions interacting by 
exchanging massive spiiiless bosons (pions). In Reference [62], they reiterate Gross's 
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observation that most of the three dimensional equations in use at (lie time did 
not reduce to the correct one-body limit, and they agree with Gross that having 
the correct one-body limit is an iniijortant property for a propagator to have. The 
secondary critei'ion used by Cooper and Jennings was based on the fact that nucléons 
have a large radius. They reasoned that any propagator having short range structure 
in coordinate space within the radius of the nucléon would not be likely to yield 
correct physics. 
Based on their two criteria, that a propagator for the nucleon-nucleon interaction 
should have the correct one-body limit and should have as little short range structure 
in coordinate space as possible, Cooper and Jennings proposed a propagator that 
was essentially Todorov's propagator. Recall that Gross had also considered this 
propagator because it has the correct one-body limit, but had rejected it on account 
of its energy dcpend«.'nce. 
Several points are of note in Cooper and Jennings work. First, this was the first 
major comparison of ecjuations that considered realistic, spin 1/2 nucléons. Secondly, 
the propagator that they suggest for use in the nucleon-nucleon interaction (Todorov's 
propagator) might be different from the propagator they would propose for use in 
interactions between point particles. Their preference for Todorov's propagator over 
Gross's, for example, was that the Todorov propagator had less structure inside a 
range defined by the nucléon radius. 
In their fullow-up paper. Reference [03]. Cooper and Jennings sliow how the 
propagators of various three dimensional equations, for either the spin 0 - spin 0 or 
spill 1/2 - spin 1/2 case, can be modified so that produce the correct one-body limit. 
The propagators which they modified in their paper were the Blaukenbecler-Sugar 
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propagator, the Thompson I propagator, the propagator in the Breit equation, and 
the Mandelzweig-Wallace propagator. Because the propagators could be so easily 
modified. Cooper and Jennings admitted that the criterion of the correct one-body 
limit that they (and Gross) had previously used was a very weak constraint to use 
in choosing a particular propagator with which to begin. 
1 1  
CHAPTER 7. A GENERALIZED QUASIPOTENTIAL EQUATION 
In this chapter we will compare and constrast the various ladder QPEs for the 
spin 7 - sjîin 7 bouiid state case. We will assume that the exchanged boson is a mass-
less vector, perhaps a photon or a glu on. Learning the lesson from the comparisons 
reviewed in the previous chapter, we will not use the ladder BSE as our standard of 
comparison. Rather, we will solve each of the equations in the 0" chaiuiel for low 
coupling and compare their predictions with that of fourth order perturbation theory. 
This method is somewhat similar in spirit to that of Woloshyn and .Jackson. They 
compared the fourth order terms in the ladder expansions of each of the Ql'Es with 
the full fourth order term in the expansion of the ladder plus crossed box BSE at 
threshold. The method of the current chapter is similar in that ladder QPE results 
will be compared with a pertiirbative fourth order result. In this chapter. hon'e\er. 
we will make comparisons based on expansions in the coupling constant, rather than 
on expansions in the ratio 
We will develop a generalized propagator in three parameters, l.wo of which are 
independent. Each of the traditional QPEs will be a special case of this generalized 
propagator. Recall that Gross's single parameter propagator. Equation (G.7). had 
only the CJross equation and Todorov's ecpiation as special cases. Moreover, the QPEs 
stemming from the generalized propagator to be introduced here may be solved for an 
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infinite sub-volume of its parameter space by use of the spline techniques presented in 
Chapter 5. Thus we present a class of QPEs more flexible than Equation (6.7), which 
is prohibitively cumbersome for any non-integer values of its parameter. Because 
C'ooper and Jennings have provided a general method of modifying propogators to 
give them the correct one-body limit which is applicable to our generalized QPE, we 
will not be concerned with the one-body limit of the generalized propagator. 
The propagator of Equation (4.8) must be modified to make it appropriate for 
use in the spinor-spinor case we want to consider. One way to do this is to use'^^ 
g = ,/ /- m)(^//^-/- >n), (7.1) 
where s, s', i>2-, and f{s^,s) are as defined in Chapter 4 (Equations (4.8) through 
(4.10)). Most of the traditional QPEs were proposed in the context of problems other 
than the spin 7 - spin 7 bound state considered here. For simplicity, we refer to a 
spin 7 - spin ^ equation specified by a given /(.s',5) and relative energy dependence 
by the name of the traditional QPE which arises from the same function ./(•?', •?) and 
relative energy dependence, regardless of the context in which the traditional QPE 
was originally proposed. 
We have performed an evaluation of the traditional ladder QPEs based on their 
ability to phenomenologically reproduce the fourth order perturbative result for bind­
ing energy (B). For the prototype problem considered here, this perturl^ative predic­
tion (in units of the fermion mass) is*^^ 
B = ~  -  . 3 2 8 ( 7 . 2 )  
4 64 4 
where A is the coupling strength. Taking the fermion mass to be unity, we first solved 
each of the traditional (ladder) QPEs as a function of the coupling strength, letting 
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the coupling vary from 0 to .012, a range that straddle.? the electromagnetic fine 
structure constant. The equations were solved by the basis-spline Galerkin techniqiies 
discussed in Chapter 5. The second order quantity —A^/4 was subtracted from all 
of the results and we fit the residual to a curve of the form —kX"^. (A fit to a curve 
of the form was also done, but in all cases the coefficient of the A'^ 
term was small enough to justify comparing only the fourth order coefficients.) The 
QPEs were then ranked according to how closely the coefficient of the fourth order 
fit matched the fourth order coeflficient .328 predicted by perturbation theory. The 
results are presented in the first two columns of Table 7.1. (The right-most columns 
of the table are explained below). Note that all the QPEs show more binding than 
that predicted by perturbation theory. The order A"^ contributions of each equation 
as listed in the table are plotted in Figure 7.1. 
All of the functions f(s\.s) employed by the traditional QPEs as listed in Table 
4.1 may be written in the form 
The condition f{s,s) = 1 is then equivalent to the condition 
G 4- 6 4- c = 0. (7.4) 
This condition implies that only two of the parameters />, and c are independent, 
and in the rightmost columns of Table 7.1 we show the values of the parameters a 
and c corresponding to the various traditional QPEs. 
The three dimensional propagator of the QPE which arises from Ecjuation (7.3) 
will be proportional to 
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Table 7.1: Solutions of the traditional QPEs as a function of coupling strength A 
were fit to a curve of the form —.25A^ — kX'^. The coefficient of the fourth 
order term k given by each of the QPEs is shown in the second column 
and is to be compared with the value .328 predicted by perturbation 
theory. The last two columns show the values of I,he parameters of the 
generalized f(s\s) corresponding to the traditional QPEs. The first foin* 
QPEs listed have no relative energy dependence (no retardation) in their 
interactions. The last three QPEs (those listed below the dashed line) 
have relative energy dependence (retardation) in their interactions 
QPE Fourth Order (Coefficient k a c 
Thompson I .4-50 0 1 
Blankenbecler-Sugar .576 0 0 
Thompson II .705 —1 1 
Todorov .834 —1 0 
Kadyshevsky .581 0 1 
Erkelenz-Holinde .711 0 0 
Gross .852 —1 1 
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Figure 7.1: Plots of the fourth order term in the QPE solution fits (see Table 2) 
compared with a plot of fourth order perturbative contribution to the 
binding energy for fermion mass equal to unity. From top to l)ot-
tom: Solid curve: fourth order perturbative contribution to binding 
energy (—.328A'^); dotted curve; Thompson I ( —.45A'^); short dash 
curve: Blankenbecler-Sugar and Kadyshevsky (—..^SA"^); long dash 
curve: Thompson II and Erkelenz-Ilolinde (—.71A"^); short dfvsh-dot 
curve: Todorov (—.SSA'^); long dash-dot curve: Gross (—.S^A ^) 
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where uj = \/p^ + The Galerkin method of solution discussed in Chapter 5 may 
be easily applied to the generalized QPE for any (not necessarily integer) values of a 
and b so long as c is either zero or unity. For the case c = 0, Equation (7.4) may be 
used to rewrite (7.5) as 
For the case c = 1, (7.5) becomes 
In the non-relativistic limit {p <C the propagators (7.6) and (7.7) reduce to 
[477?.(77?JB+7;^)]~^ for any value of a. At large momentum, however, these propagators 
behave differently with respect to momentum and energy depending on the value of 
the parameter a. 
These differences may be emphasized by writing the propagators in tiieii- large 
momentum (p > in) limits. In this limit, the c = 0 propagator (7.6) becomes 
4-
2«-
and the c = 1 propagator (7.7) becomes 
CT'(«,0) 2«+2^,A+;3' 
(2^+3" 
The more negative the parameter a is, the larger the propagators are at high momen­
tum. The more positive a is, the smaller the propagators are at high momentum. 
For example, with a = — 1, the propagators behave as [ f ( E p ^ )  at large mo­
mentum. As a bound state is made more relativistic and more tightly bound ( by 
increasing the coupling of the interaction), the energy of the state talis further and 
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further below 27??.. Since the energy appears in the denominator of the propagator 
for a = —1, this means the propagator is enhanced for more deeply bound states. 
Additionally, the a = — 1 propagator falls off as only p~'^ for large momentum. 
For a = +1, as an example of a positive a propagator, the large momentum 
behaviour is Ejp^. For deeply bound, relativistic states, such a propagator will be 
diminished because it is proportional to the energy of the state, rather than inversely 
proportional as for the a < 0 case. In addition, the a = 1 propagator falls off as 
at high momentum. 
For those propagators with the same value of a, the c = 1 propagator will be 
smaller by a factor of two than the c = 0 propagator at high momentum. 
In the QPEs, the propagator multiplies the interaction kernel. For a given bind­
ing interaction, therefore, the larger the effect of the propagator is, the larger the 
biucliiig energy predicted by the QPE will be. How large the effect of the propagator 
is will depend on the values of the parameters a and c as described above. These 
effects will be most important for relativistic systems. They are small but already 
apparent in the low coupling regime, however. 
We expect that the effect of the propagator will be largest (smallest), and hence 
the binding energy greatest (least), for those QPEs having propagators with negative 
(zero or positive) a. This is exactly what was found, as Table 7.1 demonstrates. 
Those equations corresponding to « = —1 predict more binding energy than those 
corresponding to a = 0. Among those equations having the same value of a. those 
equations having c = 0 show slightly more binding than those with c = 1. 
In addition, Table 7.1 shows that those e(|uations having relative energy de­
pendence (retardation) in their interactions predict more binding energy than the 
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analogous equation with no relative energy dependence. This is because the relative 
energy terms tend to make the denominator of the propagator of the exchanged bo­
son smaller, enhancing the "effectiveness" of the interaction. This result supports 
the contention of Reference [55] that it is best to ignore boson retardation in 3D 
reductions of the BSE. 
It is very interesting to see from Table 7.1 that, from most predicted binding 
energy to least predicted binding energy, the equations fall in the order Thompson 
1, Blankenbecler-Sugar, Kadyshevsky, Thompson II, Erkelenz-Holinde, Todorov. and 
Cross. This is the same order in which the equations fall when listed by the coefficient 
7 in Woloshyn and Jackson's expansion (see Table 6.1)). We have confirmed the 
conjecture we made in Chapter 6 that "it might also be reasonable to expect that for 
a bound state, those QPEs with the most (least) negative value for the coefficient 7 
would predict the (least) most binding energy." 
One advantage of analyzing the quasipotential propagators in terms of parame­
ters is that not only can insight be gained into the differing behaviour of the various 
QPEs, but one can also manipulate the parameter values to construct a. QPE that 
best fits a chosen criterion. An illustration of this follows where the generalized 
propagator is used to construct a QPE that does better than the traditional QPEs 
in reproducing the fourth order perturbation prediction. 
Table 7.1 indicates that all the traditional QPEs predict more binding energy 
than fourth order perturbation theory. Constructing a QPE that does better in 
reproducing perturbation results is easily done by adjusting the parameters of the 
generalized propagator. As explained above, increasing the positive value of the i)a.-
rameter a will decrease the binding energy predicted by the QPE. We may therefore 
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"tune" the propagator by adjusting the value of a upwards until a match with per-
turabation theory is achieved. The best fit is obtained with a value for a very slightly 
less than unity. Performing a fourth order fit as described above on a QPE with the 
parameters a = 1 and c = 0 (and with no relative energy dependence) yields the result 
B = —— ..323A'^, very close to the fourth order perturbation prediction, f^lotting 
the order fit to the solution of this equation yields a curve indistinguislial^le from 
the fourth order perturbative results on the scale of Figure 7.1. 
Since this new equation has been specifically constructed to predict less binding 
energy than the traditional QPEs, we might expect that it would have a more negative 
value for the coefiicient 7 of Wolosliyn and Jackson's fourth order threshold analysis, 
and this is indeed the case. Giving the mediating boson a mass /«, neglecting the spin 
of the fermions, and expanding the fourth order perturbative expression for the new 
equation at threshold as in (G.5), we obtain the coefficients N = TT, /i = 0. 7 = —TT. 
and 6 = 27r. 
In fact, for the c = 0 case with no retardation, the coefficients of the expansion 
of (6.-5) can be determined for general a. They are 
a = IT (T.lOff) 
/5 = 0 (T.lOft) 
(I 4- 1 
7 =  — ( T . l O r )  
Closed-form expressions of these coefficients cannot be obtained for non-zero values 
of the parameter c. 
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As can be seen from Figure 7.1, the parameter clepenclont differences in the mo­
mentum and energy dependence of the propagators become more important lor inter­
actions having larger coupling. For Coulomb-like interactions, relativistic momentum 
space wave functions fall off more slowly at large momentum than iion-relativistic 
wave functions. This is related to the fact that relativistic coordinate s|)ace wave 
functions have a mild singularity at the origin for Coulomb-like interactions^'^ Be­
cause the high momentum components of the wave function are enhanced for the 
relativistic case, the large momentum behaviour of the propagator used in a QPE 
becomes very important. 
In the next chapter, the differing performance of the various relativistic equa­
tions at larger coupling will be examined by comparing their ability to reproduce 
experimentally known charm- and bottom-quarkonia spectra. 
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CHAPTER 8. MESON SPECTROSCOPY 
Theoretical work on the spectra of the the heavy mesons Ijegan in earnest with 
the discovery of pseudovector states of charmonium (called the .//(/') in 1971, and 
of bottomoniiim (called T) in 1977. Various theoretical models and calciilational 
techniques have been used to model the qq bound state system. Some of the most 
important of these methods have been bag models, lattice QCD, the <.wo-body Dirac 
formalism, non-relativisitic potential models, and of course, relativistic integral equa­
tion methods including the BSE and related equations. 
lu this chapter, we will be concerned with reproducing the spectrum of exper­
imentally known charmonium and bottomonium states using various QPEs. Our 
purpose is two-fold. First, as a continuation of the previous chapter, we will be com­
paring the equations themselves in the intermediate coupling regime by determining 
which of them can achieve the best fit to the heavy quarkonium spectrum. Second, we 
will use the equations that produce the best fits to the experimentally known states 
to predict the masses of charmonium and bottomonium states not yet discovered. 
We begin by presenting in Table 8.1 a listing of the twelve cc and Iwrlvr bli 
experimentally known states. The masses given for each state (except the be) are 
the averages given by the Particle Data Group^*^. 
The interactions used in the (its were the ladder gluoii exchange and a plie-
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Table 8.1: The experimentally known charmoniuni and bottomoiiium states wil li 
measured masses in MeV. An asterisk indicates the state is not known 
experimentally. The spectral assignments for each state given in the first 
column are conjectures based on theoretical fits to the spectrum 
1 
j_ cc name cc mass bb name bb mass 
2'^5 
3'^-S'l 
4^Si 
5-^S'i 
6'^S'i 
1-1 Po 
2-'Po 
h 
, 3 ,  
1-^Pl 
2-'Pi 
l '^P2 
2^P2 
1 ^ d[ 
2'^Di 
3 ^ D |  
i ] c ( l S )  
77c(26:) 
J / 4 i i S )  
V'(26:) 
V'(4040) 
^.(45") 
i/'(55') 
V'(65') 
\cO(l^) 
\cO(2f) 
h c ( l P )  
,\c2(2f) 
V'(3770) 
•!/'(4160) 
0(441.5) 
2979 
3594 
3097 
3686 
4040 
* 
* 
* 
3415 
* 
3526 
3511 
* 
3556 
* 
3770 
4159 
4415 
V b i l S )  
%(26') 
T(15) 
T(25) 
T(45) 
T( 10860) 
T( 11020) 
hbiLP) 
X b L ( ^ P )  
m (2^) 
X62(l^) 
A62(2;') 
T i ( l D )  
T i { 2 D )  
T|(3.D) 
9160 
10023 
10355 
10580 
10865 
11019 
9860 
10232 
:(î 
9892 
J 0255 
9913 
10268 
M: 
I 
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noinenological linear confineinent potential. In tlie non-relativisitic limit, these in­
teractions correspond to the coordinate space potential 
l / ( r )  = - j - < r r .  ( 8 . 1 )  
In this expression, 05 is the strong coupling strength and coefiicient of the long range 
linear term cr is commonly called the "string tension". The factor of ^ multiplying 
tlie Cîoulombic term arises from counting the ways the different members of the 
octet of gluons can mediate the interaction, and then averaging over the three colors. 
References [54], [56], and [57] describe the manner in which the linear potential was 
adapted for use in the momentum-space integral equations. The potential of Equation 
(8.1) was postulted in an early study of the ])roperties of charmouium^". 
For each QPE, the fits were performed by adjusting four quantities: the glitoii 
coupling, the string tension of the confining potential, and the charm and bottom 
cjuark masses. Only those QPEs having no relative energy dependence (no retarda­
tion) in their gluon propagators were considered. As shown in tlie previous chapter, 
those equations having non-zero relative energy dependence in their propagators do 
worse than their instantaneous counterparts in predicting bound state energies, and 
they will not be examined further. 
The spectra produced by the various QPEs are listed in Table 8.2. The fits 
were based on minimizing the RMS deviation between the masses predicted by the 
QPEs and the experimental masses. The results were obtained using a scalar linear 
confining potential. The eigenenergies predicted by the QPEs were matched with tlie 
mesons according to the spectral conjectures listed in the first column of Table 8.1. 
The most ambiguous assignment was for the i/'( 1415) meson. Both the 4'^s'| and 
states of charmonium have masses near 4415 MeV according to each of the 
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QPEs. Interpreting the V'(4415) meson as the fourth S state instead of the tliird D 
state degraded the RMS deviation of each of the fits by two or three MeV. 
Fits using each of the QPEs in Table 8.2 were also done using linear confining 
potentials having vector Lorentz structure. The results of these fits are listed in Table 
8.3. 
Tables 8.2 and 8.3 show that the QPEs can be divided into two groups according 
to the quality of their meson fits. The first group consists of those equations having 
rt > 0 in terms of the generalized propagator. These equations are the Blankenbecler-
Sugar, Thompson 1, and the New QPE. The fits produced by each of these QPEs have 
RMS deviations of from 32-36 MeV for the case of the scalar confinement potential. 
The other two QPEs have a = — 1, and their fits are of lesser quality. 
The fits with the vector confinement are poorer than those using the scalar 
confinement for the three QPEs giving the best fits. The major effect of using a 
vector confinement potential is to decrease the value for the string tension. Because 
these fits produced worse RMS deviations, we will confine the following discussion to 
the fits with scalar linear confinement. 
Insight into the underlying physics is afforded through the difference of gluoii 
couplings produced by each fit. The gluon coupling was controlled largely by the S-
states in the fit which have most of their probability density at the origin in coordinate 
space where the Coulomb- like potential is the strongest. The a = 1 "New" equation, 
which has the weakest propagator at large momentum, required the strongest gluon 
coupling. The two « = 0 equations produced fits with lower coupling. However, the 
two a = —1 equations, having the largest propagators at high momentum, required 
very weak couplings to obtain reasonable S-states. With the ladder gluon exchange 
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Table 8.2: Charmoiiiiini and bottomoiiiuin spectra produced by the best fits for 
various QPEs. Interactions were ladder gkion exchange and scalar lin­
ear confinement potential. All meson masses are in MeV. Blankenl>e-
cler-Sugar results are in column BS, Thompson I and II results under 
Th I and Th II, Todorov equation results under T, and the « = 1, r = 0 
equation introduced in Chapter 7 under New. At the bottom are listed 
the RMS deviation from experiment for each fit and the "best fit"' values 
of the parameters 
Meson mer/j BS Th I Th II T New 
veil S  )  2979 2981 3017 3173 3198 3018 
vc{ 2 S )  3595 3584 3610 3661 3655 3631 
\cO(lf ) 3415 3426 3403 3519 3533 3395 
3511 3523 3497 3501 3513 3475 
h c ( l P )  3526 3525 3506 3479 3491 3488 
j / m s )  3097 3174 3148 3183 3203 3136 
V'(2f) 3686 3688 3681 3668 3659 3678 
V'(3770) 3770 3778 3758 3739 3741 3737 
j/'(4040) 4040 4033 4052 3995 3959 4066 
j/'(4160) 4159 4091 4100 4039 4011 4102 
0(441-5) 44 i 5 4345 4381 4283 4229 4404 
\c2i^P) 3556 3601 3594 3526 3535 3582 
9860 9823 9826 9816 9809 9828 
10232 10190 10191 10207 10210 10195 
9892 9867 987!) 9814 9805 9881 
10255 10232 10236 10205 10207 10235 
T(15) 9460 9467 9451 9517 9499 9144 
T(25) 10023 9991 9992 9995 9993 9995 
T(35') 10355 10340 10337 10.355 10359 10336 
T(45') 10580 10622 10614 10655 10661 10610 
T( 10860) 10865 10866 10855 10917 10921 10850 
T( 11020) 11019 11085 11072 11152 11153 11066 
9913 9944 9965 9861 9852 997.3 
10268 10296 10305 10250 10251 10:506 
RMS (MeV) 36 32 77 89 35 
og 0.253 0.319 0.035 0.015 0.374 
cr(6'eV2) 0.251 0.212 0.370 0.437 0.188 
w c  (CeV) 1.37 1.41 1.20 1.19 1.11 
mu (CeV) 4.67 4.74 4.44 4.39 , 4.79 
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Table 8.3: Gharniouiiini and bottomonium spectra produced by the Ijest fits for 
various QPEs. Interactions were ladder gluon exchange and vector lin­
ear confinement potential. All meson masses are in MeV. Blankenbe-
cler-Sugar results are in column BS, Thompson I and II results under Th 
I and Th II, Todorov ecpiation results under T, and the «, = 1, c = 0 
equation introduced in Chapter 7 under New. At the bottom are listed 
the R.MS deviation from experiment for each fit and the "best fit'" values 
of the parameters 
Meson ^ ^ ^ e x p t  BS Th I Th [I T New 
V c ( l S )  2979 3003 2989 3098 3150 3006 
3595 3566 3563 3630 3635 3576 
3415 3356 3333 3402 3438 3330 
.3511 3486 3477 3471 3495 3471 
Ml/') 3526 3502 3500 3475 3498 3500 
J / H i - S )  3097 3169 3151 3181 3225 3141 
3686 3676 3668 3676 3674 3659 
)/'(3770) 3770 3742 3741 3711 3715 3736 
V'(IOJO) 4040 4072 4088 4056 4004 4083 
i/'(1100) 4159 4115 4135 4079 4031 4130 
i/'(44i5) 4415 4439 4491 4391 4293 4495 
.\c2(l^) 3556 3621 3630 3583 3592 3631 
9860 9840 9861 9814 9803 9855 
\60(2a 10232 10183 10185 10182 10184 10191 
9892 9878 9912 9829 9818 9930 
10255 10218 10228 10193 10195 10243 
T(i5) 9460 9536 9531 9570 9551 9177 
T(25) 10023 9998 10008 10000 9998 10017 
T(:35') 10355 10325 10318 10339 10346 10324 
T(45) 10580 10599 10573 10631 10641 10568 
T( 10860) 10865 10842 10800 10892 10902 10784 
T( 11020) 11019 11065 11008 11131 11138 10981 
9913 9956 9995 9889 9881 10030 
10268 10284 10296 10248 10251 10318 
R.MS — 39 45 58 74 49 
o s  — 0.229 0.313 0.047 0.024 0.434 
a i C r t V - }  — 0.204 0.159 0.278 0.326 0.130 
I i i c  (OeV) 1.28 1..37 1.14 1.16 1.-16 
/)!/, (GeV) 4.68 4.78 4.50 4.16 4.88 
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we have cliosen to use for fitting the meson spectrum, these a — —i equations drag 
the S-state energies clown at a couphng strength too small to give a competitive fit 
to the P- and D-states. 
The value of the string tension for each eciuatiou was determined largely Ijy 
the P- and D-states which have most of their probability density in the long range 
linear part of the potential. The high momentum behaviour of the equations is less 
important for this non-Coulomb-like potential, and the string tensions produced by 
the various equations are much closer to each other than the gluon couplings. 
Those eciuations giving the largest gluon coupling gave the largest quark masses 
and the smallest string tension, and visa versa. 
The parameter values (strong coupling, string tension, and quark masses) pro­
duced by each of the fits may also be compared with expectations based on oi lier 
theoretical studies and, to a certain extent, with experiment. We begin by looking 
at the quark masses produced by each fit. 
The subject of quark masses is controversial mainly because of the uncertainty 
involved in their definition. The quark masses of QC'D are not fixed quantities, 
but may vary depending on the energy scale of the physical situation and on the 
renormalization scheme chosen. These QCD running masses are in general different 
from the masses predicted by potential models such as have been used in the QPEs 
considered here. Rather than attempting to report running quark mass estimates. 
Reference [66] (the Particle Data Tables) lists what it calls "conservative" estimates 
for charm and bottom quark masses leased on potential models. Because these mass 
estimates are from potential models, there is some legitimacy in comparing tlirm to 
the quark ma,sses produced by each of the QPE fits. Reference [06] lists the charm 
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quark mass as 1.3 to 1.7 GeV and the bottom quark mass at 4.7 to 5.3 GoV. As 
Table 8.2 shows, the two QPEs that gave the best fits in terms of R]\iS deviation, 
the Thompson I and New equation, are the only QPEs that predict both charm and 
bottom quark masses within the "conservative" ranges given by Reference [66]. The 
Blaukenbecler-Sugar equation bottom mass prediction is only very slightly out of 
alignment with the Particle Data Table estimates. 
The value of the strong coupling as produced by each of the QPEs may also 
be compared with the results of other theoretical results and, with qualifications, to 
the results of experiment. The strong coupling of QCD changes value for differing 
magnitudes of gluon momentum transfer according to the formula 
where /i is a reference momentum transfer magnitude. N^- is typically taken to be the 
number of quark flavors having a mass less than the reference energy scale /<. Mean­
ingful comparisons of theoretical predictions and experimental determinations of its 
value are best done ])y evolving the all the reported couplijigs to some reference value 
of momentum transfer. For example. Reference [68] has compiled determinations of 
as from experimental measurements of various QCD jjrocesses such as deep inelastic 
scattering and T decay rates, among others. The various coupling values obtained 
from these measurements were evolved to a reference value of // = 5 CîeV. The mean 
value of the strong coupling obtained in this compilation of experimental results was 
05(25 GeV^) = 0.196. Since the characteristic momentum transfer for charmoiiium 
and bottomonium states is less than 5 GeV. and (8.2) shows that the strong coupling 
grows for decreasing momentum transfer, a coupling of about 0.2 would seem lo be 
(8.2) 
a lower limit for a reasonable expectation of a characteristic gluon coupling for (.har­
monium and bottomonium. As the Tables 8.2 and 8.3 show, those equations giving 
the worst fits, the Thompson II and Todorov corresponding to parameter a = — 1, 
predict coupling strengths significantly below this limit. As reviews of the subject 
reveal, for example Reference [69], knowledge of the strong coupling value (at any 
energy scale) is too uncertain to make further judgments with respect the couplings 
predicted by the QPEs with any confidence. 
Finally, we may compare the string tensions produced by each of the QPE fits 
with expectations from previous theoretical work. Here the data for comparison is 
more sparse. We will simply report the string tension values given in a re\ iew j)cipor 
and those reported by two attempts at liadron fits. Reference [69] (page 338) lists 
a range for string tensions of "about 0.14-0.18 GeV" ... deduced from the spectrum 
of light-quark mesons and baryons with high orbital excitations". Reference [67] 
reported a best fit to the char monium spectrum using a string tension of 0.183 CeV"^. 
A string tension corresponding to the deformed bag model of Reference [70] can be 
calculated to be about 0.18 GeV". Tables 8.2 and 8.3 show that the string tension 
predicted by the New equation is clearly closer to these expected values than any of 
the other ecjuations. 
Summarizing this comparison of the QPE meson fits, we note that by any of 
the tests of RMS deviation or congruence with expected quark masses, coupling 
strength, or string tension, the Thompson II and Todorov equation do worse than 
any of the others. Of the remaining three QPEs, the Thompson I e({uation gives a 
slightly better fit in terms of RMS deviation. The Thompson I and New equation 
predict quark masses in the range given by the particle data tables for potential 
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models, though the Blankeubecler-Sugar equation is only very slightly off For the 
bottom mass. The New equation prediction for phenomeiiological string tension is 
significantly closer to expectations based on previous studies than that of any of the 
other equations. Attempting to differentiate between these three equations based on 
their predicted values of the strong coupling is too risky. Our conclusion is that, 
for instantaneous ladder QPEs, those equations corresponding to the generalized 
e((uation of the previous chapter with parameter a > 0 are the best to use for meson 
spectroscopy. 
We shall now use the Thompson I equation and the o = 1, c = 0 New equation 
to predict masses for those charmonium and bottomonium states which have not yet 
been measured experimentally (those states indicated by an asterisk in Table 8.1). 
A scalar linear confinement potential will be used to predict masses for these states 
since this potential yielded a better fit than use of a vector confinement potential. 
For both the Thompson I and New equation, we will use the "best fit" values for 
the quark masses, gluon coupling, and string tension as listed in Table 8.2. The 
predictions of the two equations are given in Table 8.4. 
Fits to the light mesons having up, down, and strange quarks as valence quarks 
can also be done. In this case, however, the justification for using the only the 
valence quarks in a "naive" two body formalism such as the QPEs to describe the 
mesons is not as well-founded. One argues that the sea of virtual qç pairs and gluon s 
surrounding each of the light valence quarks plays a crucial role in determining thé 
properties of the meson. Another difficulty is that it is questionable whether the 
valence structure of some of the light mesons is qq. For example. Reference [Ofi] cites 
evidence that the OQ(980) and /O(97.'5) mesons are possibly IMI-r/q in natui e. In other 
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Table 8.4: Mass predictions using the Thom))son T and New equations for l liose 
charmonium and bottoniouium states not yet measuretl experimentally 
(indicated by asterisks in Table 8.1. All masses in MeV 
Meson Th I New 
9297 9338 
776(26') 9927 9950 
9889 9892 
Ti(lP) 101.31 101.31 
ri,(2D) 10428 J 0426 
TbiW) 10683 10678 
V'(4.S') 4345 4377 
V'(5g) 4593 4042 
)/'(65') 4811 4880 
3847 3859 
3906 3904 
3955 3985 
words, their leading components may consist of gluon configurations or perhaps even 
qqqq. 
Nevertheless, a fit to the light mesons with two body formalisms may be at­
tempted by using the so-called constituent masses for the light quarks. This con­
stituent mass wiJl have a magnitude given roughly by the relation 
constituent ~ ^^^current "I" 
Here, the current mass is the quark mass deduced using current algebra when hadrons 
are probed by electroweak interactions. Aq is the hadronic energy scale which is 
somewhere in the range 150 to 350 MeV. 
In Table 8.5 we list the fits to the light quarks as given by the Thompson I QPE. 
The fit was done using a scalar linear confining potential with the same string tension 
as used to fit the heavy meson,•?. The gluon coupling was allowed to differ from tiiat 
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Table 8.5: Thompson I QPE fit to ten light-quark mesons. All masses in MeV 
Meson N2.S+1L^ niexp Th I 
7r± ll5o 140 139 
7r(1300) 2lio 1300 1053 
^2(1670) 1C70 1160 
rtl(I260) 1^1 1260 1201 
6i( 12.35) l^Pl 1232 1214 
XTTO) 768 926 
«2(1320) 1318 1348 
<i>{ 1020) l-^5'i 1019 1067 
y(1680) 2^ Si 1680 1577 
Â 1^P2 1525 1516 
QS — 0.52 
mu — 331 
ms — 407 
in the heavy mesons because it is expected to change at the different energy scales 
characteristic of the light quarks. The fit also assumes that up and down quarks are 
indistinguishable. The second column of the table is the spectral assignment used for 
each meson in the fit. These assignments are less certain than those for the hea\\y 
mesons. The fits were performed by minimizing the percent difference between each 
calculated energy and the corresponding experimentally measured mass. 
The fit is of a poor quality and reinforces the idea that modelling the light 
mesons with the two-body QPEs used here is not really adequate. Incorporating 
running masses and coupling constants might improve the fits. There is one point of 
interest in this fit. however, that will serve as an introduction to the next chapter. 
All of the states listed in Table 8.."), except the have masses in excess of twice I lie 
constituent quark mass. This feature is also piesent in the heavy quark mesons and is 
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clue to the effects of the linear confinement potential. The lightest pions, however, are 
well below the mass of even a single constituent quark indicating that, in this naive 
valence quark model, these states are very deeply bound. In the next chapter, we 
will examine the behaviour of various three dimensional relativistic wa^'e equations 
in the deep binding limit. 
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CHAPTER 9. RELATIVISTIC TWO-BODY WAVE EQUATIONS IN 
THE DEEP BINDING LIMIT 
The deep binding regime of relativistic two-body equations has received attention 
ever since the advent of the BSE. At first, interest in the deep binding regime stemmed 
from the fact that the BSE was greatly simplified in the limit that the bound state 
mass was zero. Typically'^'"'^, such studies were done by setting the energy E 
equal to zero in a ladder BSE describing a bound state of two equal mass particles 
interacting by massless boson exchange. The resulting equation has synnnetries which 
allow it to be transformed into a differential equation written in the form of an 
eigenvalue equation for the coupling strength. 
Initially, such studies were done not because the zero energy limit was thought 
to correspond to some actual physical situation, but in the hopes of gaining better 
insight into the mathematical nature of the BSE. Some authors, considering tlie 
zero energy solutions to be unphysical, developed metliodolgies which do not yield 
zero energy solutions even for arbitrarily large coupling. Solutions for an equation 
developed in Reference [74], for example, are shown to be deeply bound but still 
above zero for couplings as large as 10'^. 
More recently, attention has been give to the possible physical relevaiiccof dec|)ly 
bound solutions. Such attention has arisen from the standard model feal iire wherein 
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the riiggs boson self-coupling is proportional to the square of the Higgs mass. Since 
where in j- is the fcrmion mass and VQ is the vacuum expectation value of the scalar 
field (ïîQ ~ 250 GeV). Very heavy fermions would have large Higgs couplings that 
could conceivably lead to deeply bound states. Such massive fermions might be su-
persymmetric particles in a SUSY theory or a fourth generation of massive quarks 
(see for example Reference [78]). Reference [79] was one of the first papers to give 
attention to the effect of the Higgs interaction in bound states. This paper considered 
ultra heavy fermions bound solely through Higgs exchange. Since the Higgs is mas­
sive, binding will not occur for arbitrarily small coupling, that is, for arbitrarily small 
fermion mass. Reference [79] used a variational solution to a Schrodinger equation 
with a Yukawa interaction to estimate the.minimum fermion mass required for Higgs 
exchange to cause a bound state. The result of this calculation was that the fermion 
mass had to meet the condition 
for a bound state to occur. Here, Mis the Higgs boson mass and Gp is the Fermi 
constant. 
At large fermion mass (large coupling), this Schrodinger equation result cannot 
using three dimensional reductions of the BSE which show tlie minimum fermion 
mass at which bound states begin to form. The equations used were Sal peler \s 
equation with positive frequency only (designated lAl). Salpeter's equation with 
positive and negative frequencys (designated IA2), and a version of the Blankenbecler-
the Higgs may be very massive, deeply bound Higgs-Higgs systems are possible ' . 
The Higgs boson also couples to fermions with a strength proportional to ( m r/ I'Q )^, 
4\/27rjl^\ i (9.1) 
be expected to be reliable. In Figure 9.1 we present the results of calculations^*^ 
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Sugar equalioii'^'^ (designated BBS). The figure shows that for larger Higgs masses, 
a stronger coupling, i.e. a more massive fermion, is required for a bound state. 
The current experimental lower limit on the Higgs mass is about 50 GeV for which 
fermions lighter than about 400 GeV cannot be bound by Higgs exchange alone. The 
variational Schrodinger solution of Equation (9.1) is also shown in Figure 9.1 for 
comparison. 
The mass of fermion-antifermion systems bound solely by the exchange of a 
Higgs boson of a given mass may be examined for arbitrary fermion mass^^. The 
results of such calculations are shown in Figure 9.2. Two curves are shown for each of 
lAl, 1A2, and BBS. The upper and lower curves are for calculations using i\f[j = 200 
GeV and 50 GeV respectively. The figure shows that each of the three dimensional 
equations drives the bound state mass to zero at large coupling. 
The effect of varying the Yukawa coupling for fixed fermion and Higgs masses 
may also be examined^®, though such a coupling is not the Higgs coupling of the 
standard model. Figure 9.-3 shows a plot of ground state mass versus Yukawa coupling 
strength for fermion masses of 150, 500, and 1000 GeV. All the results were coiii]iutecl 
using lAl and a Higgs mass of 100 GeV. The left end of the curves in the figure show 
the minimum coupling required for binding to occur for each of the three fermion 
masses considered. This is similar to the effect shown in Figure 9.1. This minimal 
coupling decreases with large fermion mass showing that the scalar interaction is 
more effective in forming bound states in heavy fermion systems. As in Figure 9.2. 
the curves of Figure 9.3 show the bound state mass being driven to zero at large 
coupling. Unlike Figure 9.2. however, these curve fall to zero nearly independently 
of fermion mass since the coupling in this case is mass independent. 
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Figure 9.1; Minimum fermion mass for which a fermion-antiferniioa bouml state 
can form when the fermions act solely througli t he excliaiige of a Iliggs 
scalar of a given mass. Solid curve: variational Schrodinger solution: 
Long dash curve: lAl and IA2; Short dash curve: BBS 
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Figure 9.2: Ground state (0-) bound state mass of ferniion-antifermiou system ver­
sus fermion mass when the fermions interact solely tliiongh excliaiigp of 
a massive Higgs scalar. Solid line: Mq = 2tn f line, the "edge" of the 
continuum: Pair 1: lAl; Pair 2: BBS: Pair 3: IA2: For each pair the 
upper curve was computed with Mjfj = 200 GeV, and the lower curve 
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Figure 9.3: Ground state (0-) mass of a fermioii-antifermiou bound state in which 
the fermions interact solely through tlie exchange of a nia,ssive scalar 
boson, shown for three different ferniiou masses versus the coupling 
strength of the interaction. Dotted curve: nif = 150 GeV; Short clash 
curve: = 500 GeV; Long dash curve: m jr = 1000 GeV. All curves 
were commuted with lAl using Mf£ = 100 GeV. The horizontal axis is 
where g is not proportional to the fermion mass as is the case 
when the scalar boson is a Higgs. The coupling at which each curve 
begins on the left is approximately the minimum coupling necessary to 
bind the fermions. 
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Similar deep binding behaviour can be produced by massless vector boson ex­
change as well, of course, if the coupling is strong enough^®. Figure 9.4 plots the 
ground state mass in units of m r versus massless vector coupling for lAl, 1A2, and 
9 
BBS calculations. Also shown for comparison are the order a" {E = 2 — and 
2 
order {E = 2—^ —^a'^) perturbative results. Again, all the equations drive the 
bound state mass to zero at large coupling. Figure 9.5 is a blowup of the weak bind­
ing region of Figure 9.4. It shows that all the curves converge on the leading order 
result at low coupling. This may be compared with the same type of behaviour 
depicted in Figure 7.1. 
The lAl equation is seen to drive the bound state mass to zero at a lower coupling 
than the other equations. The reason for this may be seen by writing out the Salpeter 
equations for the 0- channel. 
(2. - ^I 
(9.2</,) 
(2w -f E)(t>^(p) = ^  jdp I) Q 
OTT/; J " "• ujuj' ujuj' •• 
(9.26) 
In each equation the opposite frequency amplitude is the more heavily weighted. This 
is especially clear when only the leading powers in p/m are kept in the integrand, 
and the expressions in braces become (f>j^ -t- and 3^_|_ 4- (/>_ in the and 
equations respectively. This enhancement of the opposite energy contribution is due 
to the off-diagonal o • a part of the vector boson interaction. There is no such large 
enhancement of opposite energy contributions from the a • cv term in other partial 
waves. 
A combination of QCD gluon exchange and Higgs exchange may also be exaniined"^^^ 
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Figure 9.4: Fermiou-aiitifermion 0- bouucl state mass in units of m c versus the 
strength gluon coupling. Also sliown for comparison are the order o" 
and cv"^ pert urinative results. The horizontal axis is . For each curve, 
tlie binding gets stronger as the coupling increases until the bound state 
mass is driven to zero. Curve 1: lAl; Curve 2: IA2; Curve 3: order 
result; Curve 4: BBS; Curve 5: order Q" result 
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Except for interactions produced by massive electroweak bosons, this represents the 
full standard model interaction contributing to bound states. The results of such a 
calculation using Mjj = 100 GeV and a gluon coupling given by ^cv^s = 0.25 is given 
ill Figure 9.6. Notice that the lAl results fall to zero at a much smaller coupling tlian 
that of the other equations in the figure. This may be attributed to tlie fact that at 
the gluon coupling of 0.25, the lAl equation is at nearly 75% of the coupling which it 
drives the bound state mass to zero with the gluon exchange alone (see Figure 9.1). 
All of the relativistic wave equations used in the above analyses have the property 
that they drive the bound state mass to zero (in the 0- channel) when the coupling of 
the interaction grows large. On the other hand, any ladder QPE arising from use of 
the generalized propagator in which a > 0 will not produce zero energy bound states 
at large coupling. As Equation (7.5) shows, such a propagator will have a powers ot" 
the energy in the numerator. A solution with the bound state mass equal to zero 
would make the propagator vanish, and the QPE would then have no non-trivial 
solution. 
As an example of the large coupling behaviour of such a QPE, the total energy 
predicted by the fermion-antifermion QPE with a = 1 and c = 0 discussed above is 
displayed in Figure 9.7 for couplings in the range 0 to 5. Also displayed for comparison 
is the fourth order perturbative energies plotted against coupling strength. At small 
coupling, the energy predicted by the QPE is indistinguishable from the perturbative 
result on the scale of the plot. As the coupling grows larger, both the QPE and 
the perturbative result show ever greater binding. The perturbative result drives the 
total energy to zero before the coupling reaches 1.5. However the QPE has no non-
trivial solution for zero energy. Though it predicts increased binding as the coupling 
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Figure 9.6: Quarkoiiium 0- bouiTcl state mass versus quark mass. Tiie ([uarks in­
teract tlirougii ladder giuou and Higgs boson exchange. Also shown lor 
comparison is the line displaying the bound state mass when the quarks 
interact soley via gluou exchange. A Higgs mass of 100 GeV was used 
in computing the curves. In each case, = 0.2.5 was used for I lie 
gluon coupling. Solid line; Mq = 2m line; Dotted line (nearly indis­
tinguishable from the solid line): IA2 and BBS result for gluon exchange 
interaction only; Long dash curve: 1A2 result for gluon exchange with 
Higgs interaction; Short dash-dot curve: BBS result for gluon plus Iliggs 
exchange; Short dash curve: lAl result for gluon plus Iliggs exrhange 
I J l  
increases, the energy is still well above zero even when the coupling is aj3 large as five. 
It appears that the ground state energy approaches zero from above as the coupling 
tends to infinity. 
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Figure 9.7: The bound state mass predicted by the generalized QPE (solid curve) 
and by fourth order perturbation theory (dashed curve) as a function of 
coupling strength A for massless vector boson exchange. The generalized 
QPE has both particles equally off shell and has parameter values o = 1, 
b = —1, and c = 0. At small coupling the curves are indistinguishable. 
At large coupling, the perturbative solution drives th(;> bound state mass 
to zero while the QPE solution remains positive 
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APPENDIX A. DERIVATION OF BETHE-SALPETER EQUATION 
Notation: ;i'2 = {t2,X2), etc. 
Feynman Single Particle Propagator Theory 
We want to look at an electron traveling from to :r2- We assume the electron 
undergoes interactions at various scattering centers (e.g. a-j. etc.) enroiite from 
[ to X2-
The propagation of an electron from to X2 is described by a proi^agator 
6'(;r2,;''i) = G(2, 1). If the electromagnetic interaction is introduced by making the 
minimal substitution —*• ejjL, the Dirac ecjiiation looks like 
—  m ) i j ' ( x )  =  e . - j f  ; / ' ( ; % ' ) .  { A . I )  
The free electron propagator, G'Q, is the Green function for this equation, i.e. 
G'o satisfies 
(%-m)Go(2,l) = /(5(2,l), (.1.2) 
where <5(2,1) = 6(:('2 — .r|). 
AVe want to use these propagators/Green functions in a way analogous to that 
ill the Green function approach to solving for the iion-relativistic wavefuiictioii. To 
describe the noiirelativistic problem that we want to use as a model for our rclativisi ic 
problem, we cpiote (with minor changes in notation) from chapter fi of Reference [(»•")]: 
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"If l.lie wavefunction i/'ix^t) is known at one particular time /, it may he found at 
any later time / by considering at time t eacli point of space x as a source of sphei ical 
waves which propagate outward from x. The strength of the wave am])litude arriving 
at point at time / from the point x will be proportional to the original wave 
a m p l i t u d e  < ) .  I f  w e  d e n o t e  t h e  c o n s t a n t  o f  p r o p o r t i o n a l i t y  b y  G ( x ^ t h e  
total wave arriving at the point at time / will, by Huyguns' principle, be 
= JG{jf,t^;x,t.)4'{xJ.)(l\\ t!>t. (.4.:)) 
G { x ' , t ^ ; x , t )  is known as the Green function or propagator, and it describes to us 
according to Huyguns' principle the influence upon t') of the magnitude of (/' at 
X at time /. Knowledge of G enables us to construct the physical state which develops 
in time from any given initial state, and thus is equivalent to a complete solution ot" 
the Schrodinger equation." 
The analog of (A.3) for our four dimensional problem is obtained by multiplying 
(A.2) from the right by (—i c/i — in) yielding 
m)6o(2, l)(-/?i - m) = ?:6(2, !)(-,:% - m) 
= 6(2,l)(3i-7:m). (/1.4) 
Using —%6(2,1) = (5(2,1) we get 
('^2~ 1 )(—i — "0 = (~ )<5(2.1 ) 
=  i { i  c J 2 — > n ) 6 ( 2 . 1 )  ( ,  l . ' i )  
or 
G'o(2, i)(-/' cfi - in) = 16(2.1) (/l.fi) 
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Multiplying from the right by 
6'o(2, lK-z%-,n)V'(l) = i6(2,1)0(1). (.1.7) 
Subtracting from this the free particle Dirac ecjuation ((A.l) with A = 0) multiplied 
from the left by 6*0(2,1) with the variables subscripted 1 yields 
-26'o(2,l),%'(l) = ;:6(2,1)^,(1) 
or 
-2G'o(2, l)7/^ô{V'(l) = 6(2, l)V'(l). (.4.S) 
Integrate (A.8) over a four dimensional volume containing Tg apply the 
divergence theorem in four dimensions: 
-  J G'o(2 ,l) i ' / ,a{'(/.(l)Ai  =  J  <5(2,1)0(1) 
or 
-  J G'o(2, i)7/^n/'(l)V'(l ) A'i = m (AU) 
where ( 1 ) is the outward pointing unit normal to the three dimensional surface 
:r|. Rewriting (A.9) we have 
V'(2) = J G'o(2,l)f(l)V.(l) (/I.IO) 
where now N is the inward pointing unit normal. The wavefunciion i/'(2) (in tliis 
case for a free particle) is determined at any point inside a four dimensional reftiuii 
if its values on the surface of the region are specified. This is our equation which is 
aiia.Ia.gous to (A.3). 
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Let us now consider the case in which the electron propagates from to 
while undergoing interactions (A ^ 0). We want to arrive at an equation similar in 
form to (A.10) but containing the full propagator with interactions. 
Rewriting the Dirac equation (A.l) as 
^ = —)'^(7 • V + irn + ie4)i' (/l.l I) 
we see that after an infinitesimal time A^, «/'(' + ^ t, x) differs from the value it would 
have if were zero by 
A4'(t + At,x) = —ie.^{t,x)-4'{t.x)At.. (,4.12) 
We consider first an electron propagating freely from ;r j to where it is acted 
on for an infinitesimal time Afy by the potential —From the scattering center 
at it then proceeds freely to X2-
First the electron propagates freely from ;r| to as described by (A.10): 
0(3)= yG'o(3,i)^(i)V'(l)Ai. (.4.13) 
At the electron is acted upon by the potential for an infinitesimal time A/.j 
so that before it proceeds to x-j, its amplitude has been changed from i/'(3) to (see 
(A.12)) 
V'(<3 + A/3,;r3) = -/:e.^(3)A/;3 
= y(-M(3))G'o(3.1)^'(i)j/fl)AiA/3. (.l.U) 
From (/;j + A/;j,.fg) the electron propagates freely to X2'-
Af/'(2) = y y Go(2, :3)( (3))(,'o(3.1 )^'( 1 )(/'( 1 ) A i A/g A;). (.1.15) 
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If we write as we see that AV'(2) represents the amplitude for 
the particle to arrive at ;C2 from :!'% having been scattered once along the way, all 
the space-time points where the scattering could have occurred (.-/{ ^ 0) having been 
integrated over. 
To Ai/'(2) we must add the amplitude V'(2) for the particle to have propagated 
freely from ;r| to X2 with no scattering: 
0(2) + AV'(2) = y [(,'0(2,1) + G'o(2,(3)K,'o(3,1) I ) r&i. 
(.4.16) 
In the expansion of the full propagator, G, in powers of the interaction —/f 
G'(2,1) = 6'o(2,1) + 6'i(2,1) + G'2(2, 1) + • • • (.4.17) 
where tlie subscripts denote the number of scattering events occurring, we identify 
G'|(2,1) as 
G'i(2,l) = J Go(2,3)(-7:e^(3))G'o(3,l) A3, (/I.IS) 
i.e. 
i/'(2) + AV'(2) = |[Go(2,l) + G'i(2,l)]f (1)0(1) Ai. (/LIU) 
Continuing this process for the case of two scattering events, one at 11*3 and one 
at we have 
G'2(2,l) = J G'o(2,4)(-/e.^(4))G'o(1.3)(-7:e.^(3))Go(3.])(/^ A-]. (/1.20) 
The generalization to the case of n interactions follows the same pattern. The 
full propagator may be written 
G'(2,l) = G'o(2,l) + J G'o(2.3)(-/e.^^(3))G(3.1) A:3. (.4.21) 
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This may be verified by substitution of (A.17) into (A.21). The wavefunction is given 
ky 
ii'l) = jG(2, l)f(l)»/'(l) Ai. (/1.22) 
Compare this with (A.3). 
The Feynman Two Particle Propagator 
Salpeter and Bethe define a Feynman diagram to be reducible if it can be split 
into two simpler non-trivial diagrams by drawing a line which cuts no photon lines 
and each of the two particle lines only once. In this context, a "trivial" diagram 
is one containing only two non-interacting fermions. The diagram representing (lie 
fundamental covariant photon interaction (the first Born diagram) is irreducible. Tlie 
amplitude for these irreducible diagrams, minus the propagators for the four legs, is 
what will be used for the interaction that occurs between the two fermions. The 
interaction of the first Born diagram, for example, is 
1,2) = (-ie7;,,)(-,:e7i/)-^^^6(l,3)6(2,4). (.1.2:3) 
k" -f le 
This expression, and expressions for any higher order diagrams considered, will 
take the place in our two particle expressions that the term —iejf. had in the single 
particle propagators of section A.l. 
Feynman has noted that the two particle propagator for two non-interacting 
fermions a and h is 
G'o(3,4;l,2) = G'g(3,l)&'§(l,2). (.121) 
By direct analogy with the single particle propagator theory of Feynman (section 
A.l.), the first correction to this lowest order two particle propagator is (in analogy 
with (A. 18) of the single particle case) 
G'i(3,4;l,2) = J A^A6ATA8G'g(3 ,5)G'§(4 ,6)l/(|)(5,6;T,8 )G'g(T,l)r, 'g(8/2)  
= J AsAgAyA-sG'ol-S, 1;5,6)V;Î^^V5,6; 7,8)6'o(7,8; 1,2). (/l.2r,) 
Fermion a propagates freely from ;r| to irg while fermion b propagates freely from 
.V2 to :rg. This process is represented by G 'o(T,8;1,2) = CT Q(7, 1)6Q (8,2) in (A.23).  
When particle a reaches a:y and h reaches ;rg they interact by single photon exchange 
represented by 6; 7,8) in (A.25). Note that 6; 7,8) contains the Dirac 
delta functions 6(5,7)6(6,8) (see (A.23))  so that ;i-j- = and ;rg = xq. y\fter the 
interaction, fermion a propagates freely from xr^ to Tj and b propagates freely from 
;r(5 to x^. This is represented by CT'Q(3,4;5,6) in (A.25). Finally, (A.25) integrates 
over all the four dimensional space-time points between which the interaction can 
occur. 
For a general irreducible two particle diagram with the corresponding irreducible 
interaction V'("^(5,6; 7,8), Salpeter and Bethe define 
4; 1,2) = J AgA'6AyAgG'o(3,4; 5,6) l ' ' ( " ) (5,6;  7,8)6'o(7,8; 1 ,2) 
(.1.26) 
where n represents any irreducible interaction. 
Consider now the interaction of the two fermions by a reducible interaction 
which can be split into two irreducible interactions n and m. Then, in analogy to l lie 
calculation of G'2(2,1) of (A.20) in section A.I.. it follows that 
G'(„ ,„, )(3,4; 1,2) = J AyAgG'o(3.4:5.6)T >(5.6; 7.8)G'(„ )(7.8: 1.2) 
(.1.27) 
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where is given by (A.26). 
This process may be continued to produce the two particle propagators for any 
series of irreducible interactions. By replacing the interaction by V wiiicli rep­
resents the sum of all irreducible interactions (an infinite sum), the above process 
is made to produce the two particle propagators for all series of irreducible interac­
tions. For example, ^^^^(-3,4; 1,2) of (A.27), with and V*^") replaced by 
V, contains a term of each possible combination (n,m) of all the irreducible interac­
tions. Extending this argument to the cases of three, four and an infinite number of 
irreducible interactions yields in analogy with (A.21) of section A.I.. 
6'(3,4; 1,2) = 6'o(3,4;l,2)-h J Ag Ag AyAgC'o(3,4; .5.6)6; T, 8)C,'(T, 8:1.2). 
(.1.28) 
This equation then defines the general two particle propagator 6'(3.4:1.2) which 
results from all possible reducible and irreducible interactions. 
The two particle wavefunction is then the solution of 
0(3,4) = j  Ai A2Cr'(3,4; 1,2)^(1)^(2)(/'(1,2), (A.2!J) 
which is the two particle generalization of (A.22). 
The Bethe-Salpeter Equation for Two Fermions 
Substituting (A.28) into (A.29) gives the two jjarticle wave equation as 
V'(3,4) = J A' i  A26'o(3.4; l ,2) i ; t^«( l ) f '^2)( / ' ( l ,2)  
+ j A§60(3. 5)6'[|(4.0) 
xV(5,6;7,8)G*(7,S; 1.2).^-''(1)/'(2)0(1.2). (.1.30) 
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Here we notice that G'(7, S;l,2) in (A.30) is the full propagator and so integrating 
over 1)^^(2) brings 0(1,2) up to ^(7,8). We have thus 
V'(3,4) = 9^(3,4) + yA5AeA-7AgCr'gfS,5)G'§(4,6)K(.5,6; 7,S)j/'(7,8) (/1.31 ) 
where (^(3,4) is the free two particle wavefunction. We will be concerned with bountl 
states; therefore we drop the contribution of ^(3,4) to i/'(3,4). We also rename the 
variables as follows 
3 -> 1 4-4 2 5-^3' 6-^4' 7 -> 1' 8 2^ 
so that we now have 
»/'(!,2) = j 4^)1/(3^4/; l',2')0(l',2'). (/1.32) 
We now transform this configuration space Bethe-Salpeter equation to momen­
tum space. The Fourier transform of ;i'2) is 
\(Pl>/'2) = J 1 ^ ^26^ 1 +^2 '^'2 )^2 ) (/1.33) 
so that (A.32) may be written as 
J-'1 +/^2'*'2) 
X Gq ( -^1 ' -''3 ) ^ '0 ('^'2' 'H ) •'•3 ' -^'4:1'i, -^'2 )'/' ( •'" l ' •^'2 ) • ( 131 ) 
We represent and Gy(;r2.:r^) by the single particle propagator inte­
grals 
i ,;r',) = —L_ J ! / a 
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and 
Substituting these into (A.34) and using 
1 
(27r)^ 
and 
y ^ ^ l )  =  6 ( ; ) ^  —  ( A M a )  
we obtain 
y AT2e^'^2(P2 P2^ = S(p2 - P2) (/1.36/;) 
\ ( P l i P 2 )  — (9^^ I  
^/,^,iy,..,-s,^^/rt4,«,-/,. ' X (27r) 
X x [ ,  ;C2)'/'(;i'i,  a' g )  
= A ! J 4'i / (1%^."'p'O4) 
1 1 
^70 "Tft ('^3' ^ '4' •^" 1 ' •'"2(•'' 1 " •'• 2)• (''^ Pi — "'a — m/, 
Finally introducing 
and 
A:'4.4) = -^/rfy/V/J,4''e-''i''i''-i+;4'''2),,,,;,,4, 
into (A.37) yields 
/ ^PrV^''e-'<''^l+''2'-2),,,4,,4, 
(2;r)4y 12 3 4 - m«/A _ 
^(2^ / 
X  y  / / > f ~ ^ ' f  )  ~p'i' ) e''('3 ( /'I "/f ) -p'i ) 
X y{p'l, p'i ; /i, ^4 )\ O'l, P2 ) 
= m \,, ,6 ^ /<^Vif'V2^"'(/^l,P2:/j :/4)\(/l'^4)- ( I'-iO) 
/'I />9 — 7?!^ •' 
The integral equation for x{p[,p2) may be reformulated in terms of absolute 
and relative momentum variables as follows: 
^ = /n + P2 P' = v'i + P2 (/l.4i ) 
and 
p = ( 1 - a)pi - ap2 / = ( i - a);/^ - cip2- {/I.-12) 
The definitions of p and p' are arbitrary in that the constant o is arbitrary. We 
may choose 
" = ?"«./('"« + (.4.43) 
so that in the non-relativistic limit A' as defined by 
A' = o;!-2 + ( 1 - n );i'2 (yi.44) 
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goes over into the normal definition of the center of mass. 
The individual momenta and ;J2 given in terms of the total and relative 
momenta by 
PI — aP J) p'l = ttP + // (/1.45rt) 
]J2 = (1 - ol)P - P Po = (1 - (.4.456) 
and we note that 
dpi (4^2 = dP'dj/. ( /I .If) ) 
The eigenvalue of the operator P is denoted by A', so that, for example, in t he 
frame in which the center of mass is at rest this eigenvalue is given by 
K = (A'o = E,K = 0) (A.4T) 
where E is the total energy of the bound state, that is 
E — 111(1 + — E^j (.4.48) 
where E(j is the binding energy of the system. 
Note that in terms of the new momentum variables 
X{P1^P2)  =  E ' ) x (p )  (/1.19) 
and 
yiPl'P2'^PVP2^ - hp' - P)y{p^P\P)- (/1.50) 
Also note that 
= f - mo)-^ (/,6f ^  (.1.51) 
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where 
In (A.51), the superscripts a and b on /'and / are reminders that the 7-matrices 
for particles a and b live in different spaces so that the terms in (A.51) are 16x16 
matrices or direct products of 4x4 matrices. That is, for example, = p'S/" where 
7^  i s  the  7 -  mat r ix  fo r  par t i c le  a.  
The Bethe-Salpeter equation (A.40) may now be written as 
- ma)Ucbr^ + / - m.j^)6(P - K)x(v) 
= J/p'ct^P'8{P' - P) V{iKP\P)S{P' - K)\{p') 
= J rfV ^'(Pi /; P ) S ( P  -  K )  \ ( p ' ) .  (/1.53) 
Integrating both sides of (A.53) over P yields • 
+ -  mjj ) \ [ p )  = J (/V V ( p , p ' ;  K ) \ ( p ' ) .  (/1.54) 
The various terms in V { p ,  p ^ ] P )  are obtained by using the Feynman rules, and 
they often are functions of the difference — p. Therefore (A.54) is often written as 
4-/^ -  mij )\{p) = J (A V { p .  p  +  k;  K )  \ (/> + k)  (.4.55) 
where k = p'  —  p .  
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APPENDIX B. SALPETER'S EQUATIONS 
Notation is as in Appendix A. 
Salpetei 's equations are a set of coupled three-dimensional equations that can be 
obtained from the Bethe-Salpeter equation when the complete interaction fund ton 
V(p,p -\-k-,K) is replaced by V\k). V\k) is an approximate three-dimensional 
reduction of V{j),p + k-, K). It is completely general, except for being independend of 
k^, and may contain Dirac matrices. The Fourier transform of such a function \''(k) 
is an instantaneous potential in coordinated space. In what follows, we will suppress 
t h e  p r i m e  o n  V ^ { k )  a n d  c a l l  t h e  t h r e e - d i m e n s i o n a l  i n t e r a c t i o n  f u n c t i o n  s i m p l y  V ( k ) .  
Note that in general, the three-dimensional interaction function will be a function 
of p and p'. Typically in QED, the Bethe-Salpeter equation is solved in the "ladder 
a p p r o x i m a t i o n "  i n  w h i c h  o n l y  t h e  o r d e r  a  d i a g r a m  o f  t h e  e x p a n s i o n  o f  V { p , p  +  k ;  K )  
is included: 
V { p , p  +  6 ; K )  «  y ( A )  =  ( - i e f ? ^ ) ( - i e 4 ) i ^  
k" -f le 
( B . l )  
A:- -|- ?.e 
A typical three-dimensional reduction of this interaction would be tlie so-callcd 
"instantaneous approximation" in which p'^ is set equal to p^. that is is set equal 
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to zero. The three-dimensional reduction of (B.l) is then 
v i k )  «  V { k )  =  { D : 2 )  
- f  i e  
We will refer to the three-dimensional reduction of the interaction as V { k ) ,  bear­
ing in mind that in approximations other than the instantaneous ladder approxima­
tion or in theories other than QED it may be a function of p and p' and not simply 
a  f u n c t i o n  o f  k  =  p '  —  p .  
We start with Equation (A.55) of Appendix A with V { p , p  4- k \ I \ )  replaced l)y 
v ( h  
4-/" - 7na){/.i(j^^ +1^^ - '".ft)\(p) = jd\ V(k)\{p -j- k ) .  [ B M ]  
Working in the "center of mass'' frame where K  = (£', 0) we multiply (13.3) by 
iQlQ. The left hand side then contains the factor 
I0 l0(/(M7^A'/' 4- 7^"// - n?«)(/(67^.A'/' - 7^^/' - /??.^) 
= (/'a7o7/V^''' + O'oI'MP'' " 7o"'«)(/'67oT][tA'^' + ' lu'"!,) 
=  (/(aA A'—^^—0^2/—/^^^)?^) i  —  1,2.3 
= [naE - (//'ma + p- a") + p^][ni^E - - /7- a^') - y;^] 
= - Ha{p)+p%ii,E - H0) - /] [BA) 
where we have used 79 = /i, 7^' = /icv', = I. ^7^' = 7*^7' = /i-a' = aK i = 1.2.3 
and 
H a i p )  =  //'n i « -1- ;T• cv" ( B . )  
and 
% ( / ; )  =  -  p - 1 " ' ' -  ( B M )  
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Therefore, after multiplying (B.3) by 7y7Q it reads 
[ l i a E - H a { p )+lPhil , E - H j , {p ) - p ^]x{ p )  = J d h n S 4 v ( k ) x { p + k) .  ( B . Q )  
Note that, in accordance with the Feynman propagator convention, and 
in Haip) and Hij(p) have an infinitesimal negative imaginary component which is 
not explicitly written above, but will become important later. 
Note also that H a i p )  and Hi0) are nothing but the Hamiltoiiian operators of 
the free particle Dirac equation for particles a and b respectively. The eigen\alues of 
these operators when acting on energy eigenstates are ±a.'a(/7) for Haip) and 
for Hjj(p) where 
W(7. = \/p2 + u;^ = \Jp- + (B.7) 
The Bethe-Salpeter amplitude \ (p) is a direct product of two Dirac spinor eigenstates 
(i.e. a 16 component column vector) and perhaps should be written as \^,/,(/>) as a 
reminder of this fact. Of course Ha(p) operates only on the piece of \(ii,(p) corre­
sponding to particle a, and Hjjip) operates only on the piece of corresponding 
to particle h. 
The right hand side of (B.6) contains only in the wavefunction \(p+ A-). 
Using the definition 
(l>{p + k) = jdk^ \(p + k) [B.S] 
(B.6) becomes 
[ p a E - H a . { p ) + p ^ ] [ p j , E - H j ^ { p ) -  p ^ ] \ ( p )  =  J -)()'-)J l'(^) ô(/7+^). (5.9) 
Sal peter's method consists of expanding \(y;) in terms uf positive anil negative 
energy states for particles a and h. The operators which project out these various 
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components are the usual Casimir projection operators defined by 
and 
Now, for example, 
A| _ ±Ha{v') (7).10o) 
^ 2wo(p) 
H(p) 
\ { p )  
x+-{p)=-'\%(p)^^tip)\(ph {BAD 
etc. 
Equation (B.9) can now be turned into a set of four simultaneous equations by 
multiplying it by Aî|.(p )A^(/T), A^(p)A^(p), AlL(/7)A^(/?), A'^(p)i\^L(p)- The 
four equations are 
[/i«£;-a;„(p)+/+,;5][;,j£;_a;^(;7)-/+/<5],x++(p) = Al(p)\'!^{p)r{p) (B.l2a) 
= A I (p )a '!_{p ) r(/7) { D A 2 h )  
= A!L(p)A^(y)[(;;) (BA'lc) 
[ / , m E + w o ( p ) + / - * 6 ] [ / * 6 ^ + W 6 ( ^ ) - p O _ * 6 ] x _ _ ( / , )  =  A ! L ( f ) A ^ ( / T ) r ( y T )  ( B A 2 d )  
where 
rOT) = J Ajgig V ( k )  <i>(p+ Ï-). (BA:i) 
In Equations (6.12) we have explicitly written the infinitesimal negative imagi­
nary part of the masses. These masses occur in the operators H(t{p) and Ilif(p) and 
we Iiave pulled the imaginary parts outside of these operators. The ^"s rp|)resenl an 
infinitesimal, real, positive quantity. That the 6"s come from a nryatirt imaginary 
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mass component is seen in thai the S  terms are always opposite in sign to u ! a { p )  and 
The factors in the square brackets on the left hand side of (B.i2) do not contain 
any Dirac matrices. We divide through each equation of (B.12) by these bracketed 
factors and then integrate each equation over p^. 
To do these integrations we use the relations given by Salpeter^^, 
f/p0(a±z|(5|-p0)-l(6±/|6|+j;0)-l = (B.ll) 
J — OO 0. -f- I) 
and 
l°° (a j= *|6| - f /:|6| + = 0. (B.ir,) 
J  — OO 
Here a, of course, stands for fiaE ± uja(p) and b for /.ij^E ± U,Y,(/T). 
Applying these operations to (B.12a), for example, leads to 
f \+4-(p)4;^ = 
f di^ / 
or 
The equations (B.12) reduce to the four coupled three-dimensional equations 
[ E - w a ( p ) - W 6 ( p ) ] f ^ + + ( p )  =  2 r * A ^ ( p ) A $ . ( y )  j  A - y g i g  V ( k ) c i > { p  +  k )  { B A S a )  
[ E + u s a { p ) + u ; j ^ { p ) ] < f > — { p )  =  - 2 7 r i \ t ( p ) \ U p )  J I  " ( ? )  o > ( / 7 + / 0  { B A S h )  
4 >^^{p) = é —!_(/?) =0 ( B A S c )  
wliere the three-dimensional wavefunctions <p_|_ etc.. are derived Ironi o(p) in a. 
manner analogous to (B.ll). 
Even though (B.lSa) and (B.lSb) have a factor of 27r/ multiplying the integral 
on the right hand side, these expressions are real since V{p,p + k; K) and lienre V'(^) 
as determined from the Feyuman rules will be imaginary. 
Equations (B.18) are Salpeter's equations. 
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APPENDIX C. INTERACTION PARTIAL WAVE 
DECOMPOSITION FOR UNEQUAL MASS FERMIONS 
Appendix E of Reference [55] lists the partial wave decompositions of (he in­
teractions to ije used in the ladder approximation. Reference [55] deals with the 
nucleon-nucleon interaction, and all the interaction expressions are given for the spe­
cial case of equal mass fermions. In this appendix, we calculate and list, the analogous 
kernels for the more general case of uneciual mass fermions interacting by vector boson 
exchange. 
We may expand the three dimensional integral equation in a heiicity state basis 
as 
E /*y ( f . I )  ^  
\ ' \ l  
Here, the A's represent hehcities of ±7 which will be indicated by a simple or 
" below. Of course, w = -t- nx^. 
The partial wave decompositionn of F is 
x'i>!2\v\phh) = 
J M  
=  ^ILi''-' + lK(y(9)(A'iA'2|V (^,/,,.)|AiA2) (r.2) 
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where p = j/?!, and are the Jacobi polynomials, sometimes called the red need 
rotation matrices. A = Aj — A2 and \ '  — \'^ — The angle between fiand /7' is 0. 
(C.2) may be inverted to obtain 
{\[\'2\V-hp'.iy)\hh) = d{cosO)dj^^,{9){^\[\{^\V\pX^\2)- (C'.3) 
The partial wave decomposition of (CM) may be completed by using 
j  f/fZ (J A/A 2 Agl^Ai A2) (pAi A21 J^W^A^ A2 > = (C.-U 
along with the definition AjA2) z (JMA^A2|çi(p)) to obtain 
~ JE I'iu) ^ (-^^1 A2)';6'^(/. Aj A^). {CJ)) 
4 4  
Reference [55] uses the six independent projections 
= (+ + IT I + +) (C'.Qa) 
V'/ = (+ + \ ) (C'.G/>) 
= (-1— H' "^1 + —) (C'.Gc) 
T// = (+_|T/'^|_+) [ C M )  
v/ = (+ + |v-^l + -) 
Vg^ = (H— n++) 
to define the quantities 
= (r.m) 
- y J  ( C . - h )  
MO 
12W = V/+V/ (C.Tr) 
= + iC.ld) 
( C . l t )  
= 2V/. { C . l f )  
Using the definitions 
^<i>'^{v) = {?•,++) - <f>{p, — )] (C.Su) 
= -^[(f)'^(p, +-) - -+)] (C.Sh) 
= /(p,++) + 0(/>,~) (r.8r) 
=  y  ( 2 ) ,  + - )  +  ^ ( p ,  - + )  ( C . S d )  
the following equations can be deduced: 
J dp'/^^v^ (C.yro 
^ ^ ^ ^ ( C'.Dk) 
Jdp'/Yh'-^ (c '.9c) 
3-1 ^ y (fpY2[66y./ 12^.7 ^34 yJ 34(C.O,/) 
We now use Equation (C.3) to calculate the partial wave decomposition of the 
interaction to use as kernels in (C.!)). The (unequal) masses of the two fermions 
will jje designated and ;??2 we will use the notation u-'ji = \jp- + u.'2 = 
\Jp" + >??9, u.'2 = \Jp'^ + and œly = \J//- + tn^. We will also use the definitions 
liy = ujj + iiij and irj = oj'j + nij for /' = 1.2. In order that the expn.'ssions to he 
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obtained here may be more readily compared with those of Reference [55], we include 
"minimal relativity" factors of 11111112!in our interactions. These factors 
will dilTer depending on what three dimensional reduction of the BSE is being used, 
though they will always have a uourelativistic limit of unity. 
For the ladder vector boson exchange interaction with coupling strength g we 
have 
11111112 (p'AiAjlVlpAiAj) = 1 ( 2 f ) 3  [ p '  - p ) ~  +  / < 2  
x g ï i ( p ,  A ' i  ) 7 / t « ( 2 7 ,  ) g û ( - p ' ,  A g ) 7 ^ ' » ( - p ,  A 2 )  
O X 
The spinors are 
u { p , A | )  —  
u{-p,\2) = 
2A,!I |.\i) 
1 
liq 
u { - p ' , \ 2 )  = 
2ino lAt). 2Af,;; 
"ÏÏT 
(C'.IO) 
(C.ll«) 
( C A U )  
( d i e )  
(r.'.ik/) 
Using u = and definition C =  / ( 4 a ; 2 u , ' | uiy), Equation (C.IO) may 
be written explicitly as 
x{(IT4H 1 + i\iX[pp')(W2\li + 4A2A^p/)(AjA^|AiAv)-
-4(AiMF{ + A^/H'i)(A2pir;} + A^/ir2)(A;A^|^2 • a^lApV,)}. (C.12) 
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Using the helicity base matrix elements 
{+ + i + +) = (+ - I + -) = ^(1 + cosg) (C'.l.-lfO 
(+ + I - -) = -(+ - I - +) = - 1) (C:.13A) 
(+ - I + +) = -(+ + I + -) = ^siu^ (C.13c) 
(+ + \ai • ^2! ± ±) = ^(cos6f f 3) (C''.13r/) 
(+ — * <?2l i T) = 5(1 i cos^>) {C'.l3fi ) 
(+ - \^l • ^2! + +) = -(+ + 1^1 • ^2\ + ~) = (('.13/) 
and the definitions 
6"' -
•f • 
Equation (0.12) may be used to obtain the quantities in (C.7) to be used as kernels 
in (C.9). They are 
= C[(TFiH 2WiH'2 + + Zp^\v[w!2 + S/Z^lFj n'2)/^+ 
+/V("'i - ii2)(niH2)/; (r.j.vo 
I + p2/- + i;2ir(ir^ + /-ir|ir2)/^+ 
W(Hiiij -t- Wow!) + ir{ii2 + ir^ n 2)/^] (r.1.3/,) 
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^2^-/ = c [ i p p { W i W {  + lF2"'2)^.r+ 
+( Wi\V2lV[\V^ + i?p'^ - p'hVi W2 -1? W' - 111'^)/y )] (C.irjc) 
= C[pp'{WiW[ + 1'F2" 2 + "'l"'2 + 
MWiW2W[w ! ^ ^ - l ? p ' ' ^ ^ - p ' ^ W [ w ! 2 + p ' H \ W 2 ) I ^ p ]  ( C A U )  
=  -C[\\\W2W[W!2 + pp {W2W2 - 1 1  1  -  H ' { I I - 2  +  H ' l n  2 ) -
+ irw[w!2 - iIF2]/^ (CMOf) 
GGy/ = -C[îKiH/2lK{TK^ +pz/(M'2ir^ - Tl'iH'i - H i 11'^ + 1F{IF2)-
-/)2;/2 _ p2|y/|,y// ^ p/2,.|,-^ Ifg] (C.ir)./) 
where C = C / ( 1M 2 ( ^ ^2 ^  tJie special case = 77? 2- these expressions 
reduce to those given in Reference [55]. 
Analogous expressions for scalar or pseudoscalar boson exchange may be calcu­
lated in a similar fashion. 
